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Funding ADocatiorts
Stir Controvert; for
TofiticaT Groups

'

by Sue AJen
(second of rux parts)
In an article in last week's Voice
the SGA's Financial Affairs
Committee funding process was
examined and several students
made claims that the entire
process is not consistent and fair
to campus groups applying for
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College Activates
Prohibition of
Party Privileges

;

by Sue Allen ;
,,
."The right Jo study and sleep

.

v

ft- .

.

takes precedence on campus."
This statement comes - from
Associate Dean of Students Rick
Swegan, : who paraphrased a
clause in Wooster's "Code "of
Social Responsibility" (Scott's Key
Section .VH)- - There exists a

Ac

funds. Amnesty International is
one group that was denied funding
this quarter; the members of that
group voiced their opinions at an
SGA meeting last week. Now the
situation has reached a stalemate;
SGA members claim that the
funding - process was and will
continue according to policy. AI

.

controversy on campus

n

concerning the administration's
recent crackdown on the party"

t

-

gatherings involving alcohol and
loud music will no longer be
permitted during the week.
In a letter to the editor in last
week's Voice, a student expressed .
his disapproval of the administration's decision. Aside- - from
disagreeing with the requirement
made this fall that students apply
for party contracts prior to having
a social gathering, the student
protested the limitations placed on
the days of the week that parties
could be held. He likened the
social life on campus to that in "a .
grade school."
Many students on campus have
articulated their disapproval of the '
administration's ' decision. Other
students,, however, were pleased
-

members and other students,
however, believe that a change in
the system is needed.
According to students, there
are now two 'main problems
involved .. with SGA's funding
process. Many students feel that
the Financial Affairs Committee
labelled AI (and some other

--

,

.

students attended . an SGA

--

meeting where members of the
SGA attempted to explain their
reasoning behind the decision not
to fund the AI group. Many of
these Students claimed that during
this meeting they saw a second
major problem in v SGA
a
dependence on the administration
in the decision-makin- g
process of
student government.
'

Once commanding a position of respect among pranksters oncampus, Abraham Lincoln, pictured
here on the south side of the old Memorial Chapel, now lies in state in the Service Building storeroom. (Publications File Photo) -
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non-politic-
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life-siz-
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:'

with the newly enforced

regulations, and pointed out that
fToud music and parties during the
week inhibits studying in the

Proclamation." Mr. Lincoln wore
no smoke stack hat, but he did
have a weathered frock coat to
protect him from the elements.
Wooster's Lincoln statue, was
one of six copies made from a
plaster original sculpted by Hubert
and Alfonso Pelzer , of Salem,
Ohio, early this century. In 1915

James Mutlins, a

long-tim-

dorms."

he was twisted from his solid
moorings. The President since
then has lain in state in the College
storeroom, shrouded in mystery

.

Occasionally he is visited by
storeroom clerk Cathy .Jeffries,
but the remainder of his time he
spends alone, in the dark.
It is the former president's
current stature which has raised
the ire of. longtime Woosterites"'

e

have

:

Him on Apartheid

numerous

--

resident of Wooster and brother of
the man " who transformed the
Pelzer plaster into metal statues,
donated to the College a copy of
the Pelzer Lincoln. Judge Charles
Krichbaum, '83, delivered the
unveiling address of the statue in

October 1915, tellingstudents and
faculty who gathered on Quinby
Quadrangle
before the ivied

..

Kauke Hall (the home of Mr.
Lincoln for the next eight years),' Lincoln.
.
"Here may descend upon our boys
"We have denied six years of
and girls the. benediction of the young people the right to see Abe ..
personal presence of. Abraham
Lincoln,", complained "Lee Culp,
Lincoln." V
"""Registrar of the College, whose
:Then in 1923, for some reason career, both as a student and an
unexplained by current historical
administrator at Wooster, has 1
accounts, the Lincoln statue was ' spanned four decades. "I have so
moved to the south side of the Old
many memories of the statue that I
Chapel, which sat in the just can't see it lying on its back -

Draws Eicjity to
Friday's Rt Stop

,

approximate location where
,

McGaw now stands. That move
apparently jinxed Mr. Lincoln, for
after his relocation he became the
unending victim of pranksters.
That is, until 1976, six or seven
years after the statue was moved
from the Chapel to the garden
north of Andrews Library, when
,

About 80 students, faculty and
flooded Lowry
administrators
Center pit last Friday afternoon
lor the showing of the film There is
no Crisis, filmed illegally in South
Africa in 1976.
Sponsored by the Divestment
Coalition of The College of'
Wooster, Friday evening's pit stop
included three showings of the film
.

.

situation in South Africa today

--

and the Coalition's

"

stand

regarding corporate investment in
South Africa.
. The movie was filmed shortly
after the Soweto uprisings, which
began June 16, 1976. when South
African police shot into a crowd of
thousands of black high school
stored inside' ' (the Service students, demonstrating against
'. r
the country's educational policy.
Building)." .
' - Professor James Hodges, an
The murder of . : one ,' of : the
demonstrators led to days of
American historian who has taken
an interest in returning - Mr. ; spontaneous mass riots. By the
Lincoln to the students, believes ' following week 176 people were
the 16th president represents the "' " dead, over 1200 wounded, and
countless administrative buildings,
very idea of American democracy.
'
'
.11
(coht. on p. 7)
;. s '(cont. on p. 5)
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and intermittent: discussion
concerning the movie, the

.

--

:

by-la- ws

fond
memories of "Ole Abe," and
newer students who have never
had the opportunity to enjoy him.
Lying on bis back, his clothing
soiled with years of dust, and
buried under boxes of vacuum
cleaner bags, a right hand missing,
and the Emancipation Proclama-- .
tion conspicuously absent, Mr.
Lincoln is being denied his right to
the students, according to
members of an ad hoc committee
organized to rejuvenate Mr,
who

;'

S

Swegan commented on the
entire issue by saying that while
angry students seem to be placing '
all the blame on the administration, they should be examining the
of their own. Campus
of nine
Council (comprised
students and six faculty members)
(conf. on p. 6) '
.
.

of pranks.

.

.

-

slightly tilted as though delivering a

speech, right hand opened and
cocked in gesture, while the left
held" perhaps his most famous
document, the "Emancipation "and. a history

Monica
Bowin, stated that the decision not
to fund AI was made in an effort to
comply with the college's "policy
concerning the expenditure of
funds for political purposes.
Although a consensus had not
been reached concerning a among presidents he. is
definition of the word "political" unparalleled in, historical
among FAC members, Bpwin said ' popularity; except perhaps by
that it was obvious AI was V George Washington. Mr.
political group by the' brochure Lincoln's stern visage fills the face ,
that the group submitted with their of pennies and five dollar bills. He
has been coppered, marbled and
.
fund request.
Some students suggested that bronzed," and honored by a .
FAC was unfair in coming to a memorial in Washington, a plaza
decision on the political nature of in Detroit' and a towering statue in
the - group. Jack Jones, an Chicago. Parks, streets, cities;
organizing member of "Soup and automobiles,' schools and playBread" as well as a member of AI grounds have all adopted the
pointed out that "Soup and Bread" venerable president's name.
In the past few years, there has
is like AI,
tax
even been a pacific movement
exempt, and has
.
status with the, I.R.S. Jones felt afoot on The College of Wooster
strongly that both groups should campus ; to resurrect the 16th
have received funds. He said that President," whose accomplishastonish young
he feels FAC "make their decision ments, to this day,
'
without researching a group." and old alike.
e
For years, a
bronze
Jones suggested that they rely on
intuition rather than studying a ... figure of Abraham Lincoln served
group's function in depth. He said Wooster as a symbol of patriotism, .
to
he felt that "H isn't as much union and the American dream
'
inconsistency jon FACs part as those over whom ' the former :-' President
watched from, his
ignorance.
.. :...
various perches on campus. His
statues' posture was erect head
- (cant, on p. 9)
"

;

by Timothy E. Spence "
Historians and buffs of trivia are
recognizing - today the 173rd
birthday of America's 16th
Lincoln.
President, Abraham
Others will postpone celebration
until Monday (the day Congress
proclaimed to be Mr." Lincoln's
birthday) when schools, offices
and businesses will close
in observance of President's
Day.
Mr. Lincoln, who long has been
recognized as one of America's
greatest leaders, is the object of
reverence for nearly all citizens;

---

interview that because Wooster is
institution receiving
government funds, it must comply
with certain policies which prohibit
funding political organizations.
tax-relate-

.

Wooster's "Lincoln" Abased by Pranks

Dean .of Students Ken
Plusquellec pointed out in a recent

a

social

scene at Wooster;

groups) "political'' without having
had adequate information on
which to base their decision. Some

'

j

--

--

.

,

.
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Siedel Slams Buffington's

editor

orum

Three weeks ago I wrote an editorial on sex at Wooster which the Voice
staff wisely decided to hold unpublished. Though everyone agreed that
the topic was certainly one which needed to be addressed, the original
editorial's point was lost in my own bitterness and disillusionment from
witnessing much of this campus student body behave like libidinous
adolescents. Since the time I wrote the first editorial, I have discussed the
methodology of writing on sex at Wooster with a number of people.
Nearly everyone has come to a general consensus that there is no way to
By virtuejor vice) of the issue
write about it tactfully or
itself, which many people still believe should be kept under the covers
"where it belongs". sex discussed on the printed page is still largely
taboo. But maybe because this is my final quarter in the kilted land of
black and gold, or maybe because I'm writing my I.S. on D.H. Lawrence,
I have decided to broach the subject once again, however "offensive it
non-offensivel-

y.

,
may be.
The general gripe is this: After going through the arduous and
expensive process of being educated at The College of Wooster for four
years, how is it that so many students can leave it all behind to behave
like juveniles when it comes to sex? There is a serious lack of education
in certain disciplines here, the discipline of the body being the example I
have in mind. All around me I encounter friends and acquaintances who
end up playing the victim to the man or woman who took advantage of
party the other night. For a helluva lot of students
them at
here, sex, or the pursuit of it, is the No. 1 pastime on campus. And it's not
difficult to understand why.
It all began before we arrived in Wooster. In educating ourselves about
sex, many of us turned to- - parents, friends, teachers, priests, the library
and the lockerroom. Once we had accumulated enough vital information
to discuss what went where and why, we became polarized into two very
dissimilar environments: the academic world and the social world. By the
time we came to Wooster, our sexual awareness probably seemed pretty
acute, and our expectations of how to deal with sex in and outside of the
classroom relied on the definition we had of "academic" and "social."
For many Woosterites, academicians are the people who elaborate on
sexual abnormalities: Freud had a mommy complex, Shakespeare was
homosexual, Pavlov was into beastiality. Recreationalists (the "social"
students who hold undeclared majors in bartending and destroying
dormitory furniture) hold show and tells on sex in the residence hall, sex
at the section party, sex at Miller's Pond and sex on top of McGaw
Chapel. Academicians call it sexual intercourse, conjugation (like verbs),
nouns ending in
fornication, copulation and other
meat pies, screwing and
Recreationalists call it fucking,
plugging the pipes. Both academicians and recreationalists have helped
move campus sex to the north and south poles of linguistic extremity:
either we must adopt the formal, staid lexicon developed by 17th century
monks resigned to celibacy, or resort to vulgar slang that didn't make it
into Webster's but is indelibly marked on the toilet stalls in the men's
bathroom of Andrew's Library.
At times, sexual frustration seems to be almost epidemic in scope
here. Every other person walks around with their heart on their sleeve.
They bemoan campus social life; that it is not conducive to anything
more than one night stands and
mentalities. Interestingly, student groups which are
oriented to sexual awareness on campus, like the Women's Resource
Center or the Gay Lesbian Support Group, are mockectby the selfsame
students who may need counselling and advice the most. Perhaps
Woody Allen had the best solution in Sleeper when the quest to come
could be quelched by something as ingenuous as the orgasmatron,
where people who were mentally "blocked" by their sexual tension could
machine, "get off and once again function as
step in the
rational human beings.
Naturally, there are some Wooster students who are above all this
sordid sex rubbish. You are the maturated student, usually involved with
some socially and academically superior human being. Avoiding the
pitfalls encountered by other less experienced students who indulge
in promiscuous sex, the two of you restrain yourselves according to your
morals: thus, you will continue to go about in your own
environment. The two of you celebrate your profound happiness once a
year over a candlelit "anniversary" dinner at the Wooster Inn. The
marriage is planned shortly after graduation, and both of you plan to
" keep
the Wooster Alumni Magazine informed of your expanding family
and startling career achievements.
Ah, but now I'm getting vicious and offensive for no apparent reason.
After all, what's wrong with a healthy monogomous relationship?
if that's what it reay is. Like reckless sexual behavior,
Nothing
however, monogomy can be destructive when the decision to "pair off
with someone is made only as an alternative to the stagnate social life of
Wooster weekends. Why is it so difficult to be sensitive to the basic
without
even love
human needs of compassion, caring, empathy
exploiting something as sacred as sexuality? The days of pins, rings and
charms signifying one part ner's "ownership" of another are over. Today,
we trade sexual encounters and walk away from them feeling little more
than consumed and weary with regret.
So, there's my gripe, offensive and tactless as it may be. But now it's
out in the open, and perhaps its printed visability will inspire some people,
to think. And one addendum, Wooster students: Have a happy
Valentine's Day. You deserve it.
so-and-so-
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To the Editor,

Although I am not a resident of
Richardson House, I have found
that I agree with many of its ideas
and believe that the stinging and

malicious

against it. President Reagan, the

Party and the

conservative cause in general by
Cheryl Buffington last week
cannot go unanswered.
Cheryl claims that the students
identifying with the ideas of
House are more
Richardson
concerned with weekend partying
than with political issues. I do not
find this to be the case. I wonder
what makes Cheryl think that she
and her ideasJiave a monopoly on
political concern and awareness. I
have found the members of

Richardson House

to be

extremely well informed about the
issues and capable of discussing
them intelligently with anyone.
I would also like to invite Cheryl
and everyone else to attend a
meeting of the
Club. Our membership has been
increasing with every meeting, and
we are now the largest and most
active College Republican Club in
the state of Ohio. I would not call
.

College-Republica-

that

political

n

apathy or

indifference. And yet, after three
years, we still do not have a faculty
advisor.
Conservatives and Republicans
are not passive recipients of what
is current political wisdom. Nor do
we dogmatically repeat the
doctrines of the President and the
Republican Party. No, Cheryl, we
have chosen to follow the
President and his ideas only after
carefully investigating all alterna-

tives.

Like

a majority

of

Americans, we came to the
conclusion that Ronald Reagan
and his ideas can best solve the
serious problems facing our great
country. Just because we are
currently the majority doesn't
necessarily mean we are right, but
at the same time it doesn't necessarily mean that we are wrong
either.
Cheryl,
not everyone will
conform to the ideas that exist
within the periphery of your
political mind, but that is no reason

PACE Exploits
VOICE Column
Dear Richardson House,
I am writing you this letter in
reference to your weekly column
in the Wooster Voice entitled
"Keep Up The PACE." I am
greatly concerned that a column
whose purpose is to promote
political awareness should turn
out to be nothing more than a
series of endorsements for the

Editor in Chief
Kevin Grubb

implemented and tried. How can
one claim that the President's
economic and social programs will
never work when such bold and
imaginative steps have never been
taken before?
Today, many people accuse
President Reagan of being
five to the plight of the poor, the
elderly and the minorities. It is
totally absurd to think that the
President has no compassion for
the unfortunate of this country. He

Senior Editor

his programs

comments leveled

Republican

to denounce a person as a joke,
repressive, sexist or racist before

--

have been

A. Blum
Martha Oesch

not connected with
Republican

Dave Bryan

Production Coordinator
Mary A. Neagoy

Darkroom Technicians
John Lodner
Sue Mertx

Advertising Manager
Chris Rem
Circulation Manager
Pam Weiler

Proofreader
Missy Betcher

Party. President

Reporting Staff

Reagan firmly, believes in the right
(cont. on p. 4)

Katie Blood
David Ward
Robin Wilson
Dan McKenty
Denrse Ahlauist
Jim Luce
Adrienne Packer
Beth Novak

Trustee Appalled at
Coalition's

Walk-ou- t

To the Editor,

Chandron Gnanakura
JohnG. Warner

Last Monday evening, Feb. 1, a

group of College students,

Sports Reporters
Hank Sperry

John Stapleton
Al Cleveland

Katie Blood
Nancy Conger
Sidney Smith
Nancy Neagoy
Missy Homing
Randy Smith
Bob Moore

response to student concern
about South Africa.
The speaker was Dr. Robert
Good, President of Denison
University and a member of the
Study Commission on U.S. Policy
toward South Africa that studied
the situation for two years. The
result 6f their work was the
publication of a book, South
Africa: Time Running Out. It is a
thorough and balanced report on
historical and present day South'
Africa. Their final recommendations differ in some instances to
the stand taken by the Coalition,
but they seek genuine "progress
grievances, of South Africa's
blacks and coloureds, and toward
the sharing of power.
As people have asked me about
the Divestment Coalition, I have
replied that the members seemed
to me to be students who were
deeply concerned and were
approaching the issue thoughtfully. Indeed, I had expressed this
opinion to Dr. Good. Apparently
my confidence in their good
judgement was misplaced. I was

--

Sidney Smith
David Means

.

members of the Divestment
Coalition, walked out of a meeting
after one member had denounced
in bitter and vindictive terms "the
handling of the divestment issue."
The meeting had been set up by a
trustee committee appointed by
the Chairman of the Board, J.W.
Pocock, in October to review the
College's investment policy in

toward meeting the deep

--

Sports Editor

the

--

,

Associate Editors
Sarah Simmons
, Jerry Thompson
Susan Allen "

does care about the poor and
needy in America. He only seeks
to alleviate their sufferings through
methods different from those that
people like Cheryl cherish. The
American people have more than
enough sense not to elect a coldblooded and hard hearted President. In addition, Cheryl, Ronald
Reagan is .not a puppet of the
Moral Majority and that group is

Reagan Administration.
I wish to know where the
differing points of view and the
integrated political philosophies
that you promised the college appalled by their action.
Carolyn G. Dix
when applying for a program are. If
Member of the Trustee
indeed, you are ' all Reagan
Committee
supporters, and wish to contribute
nothing more to the College than
the proclamation of this fact, I
about it.
suggest you be
Deceiving the College and the To the Editor:
Who says that Wooster
community as to your intentions
cannot be beneficial to you as a students aren't honest? After all,
group, or to the student body as a the person who walked off with my
wallet 'was honest enough to
whole.
return it. 'And the person who
I endorse the theme of your
column: I detest the way in which found my registration card and
you abuse your privilege. As a, some other papers at the
favor to us all, do what you beginning ' of the quarter also
promised to do, or don't do it at all. returned them .through my
mailbox. Did I forget to mention
Daniel McKenty
Box 2206 that th papers were found in the
up-fro- nt

i

Z

Photography Staff
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Mary Neagoy
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Meg Wehrly

Sports Photographer
John Lodner
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Susan Figge
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Published weekly during the academic
year by the students of The College of
Wooster. Wooster, Ohio.
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aO

signed letters to

the Editor from students, faculty,

ad-

ministrators, subscribers, and members
of the greater Wooster community. Al
correspondence may be addressed to:
Voice, Box 3187. The College of
Wooster, Wooster. Ohio 44691. Current subscription rate is $10.00 per year
for second class delivery.
The Voice office is located in the basement of Lowry Center. Telephone: (216)
Extension 433.
264-123-

4.

Back issues are available from the
Voice Archives, Voice Office. Lowry
Center.

Student Praises Unselfish "Honesty"

,

Calculus book, they decided to
keep (after all, the book store was
out of them) or that there was over
50 dollars' in the wallet that wasn't
returned (must have been their ;
finders' fee)? I wonder what 10 get
back from the person who stole
the tape from my car (maybe
theyU soak off the label).
"

Doug lams

;
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NATIONAL
Washington
Secretary of State Alexander Haig refused again to rule
out the use of military force in the Caribbean. Haig said it was wrong to
draw parallels between American involvement there and in Vietnam
because Central America is at the heart of American strategic concerns
Washington
President Reagan told Congress that resumption of
production of chemical weapons, after a 13 year ban, is essential to the
national interest. The Pentagon disclosed that the $216 billion fiscal
1983 budget earmarks $30 million to build chemical devices. Defense
Secretary Weinberger has asserted that Moscow holds a dangerous
advantage in chemical warfare.
Washington
President Reagan is meeting with congressional
criticism over his new 1983 fiscal budget plans. The criticisms concern
the budget's unfairness to the poor and big deficits linked to the
President's proposed tax policies. Senate 'Majority Leader Howard
Baker said the U.S. is "teetering" on bankruptcy.
Washington
The Reagan Administration's
defense
program is being centered on a greatly enlarged Navy, able to intervene
globally in wars against forces of "the Soviet military empire." A 326 page
report prepared by Secretary of Defense Weinberger was delivered to
Congress Tuesday. The report outlined Administration plans to spend
$1.6 trillion by 1987 on its arms build up.
In its first report on human rights around the world the
Washington
Reagan Administration said Monday that the situation was deteriorating
in Central America and several African nations.
In El Salvador, however, the Administration said that while human
rights violations by both left andjright continued to be numerous, "there
was a downward trend in political violence."
The 1981 report to Congress covering 158 countries, was sharply
critical of the Soviet Union and its activities in Afghanistan and Poland. It
also included negative assessments of developments in Taiwan, Zaire
and South Africa.
. STATE
v
Columbus
The Ohio Libertarian party filed yesterday to become an
officially recognized third political party. If the signatures on the filed
petition are validated by Secretary of State Anthony J. Celebreze Jr.. the
small Ohio Libertarian party will join Democrats and Republicans with
ballot status m this year s election.
long-rang- e

--

--

Under Secretary of HUD to Defend
Reagan s revolutionary fcconomics
the Ohio College Republicans and
. u. c o
by Timothy
E. Spence '

.

-j-

-"

Donald I. Hovde, Under
Secretary of Housing and Urban
Development, will be visiting The
College of Wooster campus next
Tuesday and Wednesday, Feb. 16
and 17. During his stay, Mr. Hovde
will meet with students, faculty
and community officials. He will
also deliver Convocation next
Wednesday.
,
A reception for Mr. Hovde will
be held next Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in
Douglass Hall Lounge, Mr.
Sichenze ' said. Students ' and
faculty, as well as townspeople,
are invited to ask questions of the
under secretary at the informal
;
fireside reception.
The following day, Mr. Hovde
in
will deliver a convocation

Mateer Auditorium entitled

"Reaganomics."

Mr. Hovde

is

expected to address President

Reagan's

economic ' program,
dubbed Reaganomics, offering a
defense of the Administration's,
domestic policies, such as tax and
budget cuts. "
The under secretary will provide
a defense of the (Reagan)
Administration such as is rarely
heard at the College," David W.
Johnson, a regional coordinator of

a Wooster senior, said.

Capping Mr. Hovde's convoca-- .
tion will be a press conference with
area media. Additionally, Mr.
Johnson said College News
Services Director George Richard
is arranging an airing of Mr. Hovde

on the Cleveland

television
program, "Afternoon Exchange,"
next Tuesday.- - A number of
officials, including Wooster Mayor
Margaret Demorest, and the Vice
Chair of the Ohio Republican

Party, Martha Moore, are

expected to be on campus during
Mr. Hovde's stay.
Prior to accepting his current
position in the Reagan Administration cabinet, Mr. Hovde was
owner and president of Hovde
Realty, Inc., a commercial and
investment real estate brokerage
firm in Madison, Wisconsin. Mr.
Hovde also headed the- - 122
Building Corporation, a real estate
holding company
investment
which revitalized many central city
commercial office buildings.
In addition, Mr. Hovde became

president of the National

Association of Realtors in 1979. In
MadisonMr. Hovde is active in
inner-citredevelopment.
y
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Apologies: But Seriously, Folks...
To the Editor:- -

"

they are vulnerable to suppresive
numbers of these guided.
apologize.
had intended
fires. Guided weapons are not the. weapons deployed in Europe.
neither to seem xenophobic or to single solution to the armor
Ian Hart rick
engage in a lot of rhetoric. What I imbalance. As a sidelight
the
Box
1771
had intended was to subject the' Warsaw Pact also has large
unilateral disarmament movement
in Europe to some coherent
criticism. It seems that my words
:
caused more consternation than
my conclusions. To repeat, the
by David IV. Johnson
Warsaw Pact outnumbers NATO
Guest Editorial
in theater nuclear delivery systems
On behalf of Richardson House for Political Awareness, I take
of all kinds (missiles and planes), personal delight in accepting the challenge put forth in last week's
and the protesters have lost sight editorial, which was written under the name of Cheryl Buffi ngton. I
of some military and political should say at the outset that I, too, am in my senior year at The College of
Wooster, "that narrow-minderealities.
enclave some call a Liberal Arts college."
There has been a lack of And to be certain I. too, can attest to a "most disheartening decline in
sensitivity , by the last two political awareness"; otherwise I would not. have helped organize a
administrations to European war
campus political awareness program. But let me assure Miss Buffington
fears. We as a nation deserve a of one thing: the unmerciful decline in political awareness which shakens
portion of the resulting backlash
her so is not to be attributed to mere naivete, as she would have it, but
but there is a certain almost
intelligentsia
instead to the conscious efforts of the very
irrational, simplistic, romantic and
which has shaped her mindset, and in point of fact, led her out to pasture.'
element in these
Miss Buffington's problem, moreover, is that she is a little too inclined
protests that disturbs me deeply. to express the views of those who, in her own .words, "still contain
That element transcends the conscious vestiges of a more vibrant era.. .when students had the
objective necessity of criticizing courage to question the powers that be...," i.e., the 1960s. It is unclear
policy and the Reagan administrawhose views Miss Buffington refers to (perhaps one of her profs), but I
tions careless talk about nuclear
beings, develop and express views
ask, should we not, as
emotionalism it which are our own rather than those of some visionary, who of all things,
war. In its
has served to unintentionally
harbors "vestiges" of a wanton and turbulent yesteryear? Indeed, it is no
strengthen the hand of the Soviet small wonder that Miss Buffington's world view is so skewed. This, after
Union at the Geneva talks. By all, is 1982; we are confronted with an entirely different national agenda.
making such talks more difficult
And while Miss Buffington made a masterful attempt at dismissing the
and less likely to succede (sic), the current Administration as being racist, sexist, repressive, and otherwise
protesters may be hindering arms villainous, she really only assisted in making my case for the
"disheartening decline in political awareness" on this campus. But I
reductions.
Now I must return to other .suppose this is indicative of a trend on so many college campuses these
days.
questions dealing with conventional weapons. The LAW (light
Constraints on my time and space, however, will not permit as.
weapon) is a- - 66mm comprehensive a defense of the Reagan Administration as I think
unguided rocket with a range of necessary, nor will such constraints allow me the opportunity to explain
150 yards: Because of its small the enormous and intricate economic and political factors which have, in
caliber and short range, the LAW Buffington's words, "produced the malaise in this country." But I will
is of limited use against a main present what I believe to be the under girding philosophy behind Mr.
battle tank. The infantryman who Reagan's "New Beginning," and in so doing, I hope to rebuke those
would use it is vulnerable to members of this academic community who so readily "indict by
suppressive fires both before and association" anybody who differs with their view.. .labeling them racist,
after its use. With this weapon's sexist and "repressive." That is what I call inverted McCarthyism, and it
short range there might not be a is inexcusable by any standard.
It doesn't take a Wall Street analyst to figure that there is something
second chance shot before the
The most terribly wrong with our republic; it just takes someone with a little ,
unit is overrun.
systems in political savvy and common sense. 'America's industrial might and
important
NATO Europe today are guided widespread affluence weren't built on
economic theories, nor
missiles such as TOW, at the discretion and prerogative of an academic elite. But they were built
"
DRAGON, MILAN, Swingfire, on certain fundamental values:
thrift, hard work,
and HOT. These weapons have willingness to take a risk, and readiness to accept the consequences. It
ranges out to two miles and are was because our ancestors believed in such values, and acted upon
very effective against all armor . them, that America became the premier industrial power of the world,
because of their accuracy and producing the highest standard of Kving for more people and the greatest
caliber. Unfortunately, NATO degree of individual liberty man had ever known. Economic and political
does not have enough of them, theories can explain this occurrence; they did not cause it.
'
and as soft crew served weapons
'
(cont. on p. 10) :
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IT

WAS

the campus dating scene. A series
Shirty red hot hearts and larger on social life from February 14,
candied ones that say "My Love," 1958, began with a fake dialogue
between students that might take
Those Eyes," "One Kiss" and place
before the Valentine's
"Coax Me" have been tempting
those who pass by the candy Dance that evening:
"There's another dance
counter at Lowry Center front
.tonight?
desk for weeks. You may even
Wonaful,
let's go
"Wonaful,
have snatched up a quarter pound
got a
Line.
Who's
the
to
your
present
date
to
or so to
car?"
before tomorrow night's
"Perry Mason's on TV."
. Valentine's Dance.
"And thus, another
Both you and she have been
receives
waiting all quarter for this event
bewitching evening February 13 support from the student body,"
the one evening set aside winter the author complained. "Just why
quarter for that special someone is it that so many of the Wooster
to whom you'd really like to students are apologizing for our
social life when other schools are
whisper, "Be Mine."
All week you have had bragging about theirs," he asked.
But frustration over social life
butterflies in your stomach,
wondering what color Valentine did not begin on the campus of the
carnation will be delivered to your 1950s. It seems students had been
dorm step. You hope it will be a having similar problems for
red one, telling you that that decades. An editorial written Feb.
special someone "Loves you." 7, 1935 tells about the dating
And you can wear it on your dress problem on campus.
Although the extension of
or suit coat at tomorrow night's
"lights
out" on Saturday night-untdance, where you and she may
11
p.m.
was "a coveted privilege"
croon all night to the music of the
all
junior
for
and senior "girls," it
Echoes.
was no place for a
seems
there
evening,
of
the
Then, at the end
couple
carry
on a date after 10
to
when you are standing in front of
Holden or Compton in the brisk p.m., since that is when the social
February wind, the moon's beam halls and dorms closed.
"Where do you go on a rainy,
lighting the night, you may present
that special card or gift to your dreary night," the writer asked.
special date
a red ceramic "Do you walk up and down BeaO in
picture the cold for an hour?" Simply
cupkL a
frame in which a shot of two stated the problem was, "Neither
sweethearts fits quite nicely, or a girl nor boy wishes to finish the
box of date early and both are at a loss as
red and gold
to what is the proper thing to do."
chocolate covered cherries.
And so it goes, a typical The editor's cry to the Dean of
Valentine's Day celebration on the Students was, "Keep social halls
Wooster campus, right(?!) and dormitories open until 11 p.m.
Actually, most of you will probably on Saturday evenings!"
Although these types of
spend the evening watching TV in
Lowry Center, playing a few video problems are obsolete and even
games, or earing popcorn at the humorous to students of the 80s,
some of the earliest writers
campus movie
the usual.
We will leave it up to you to see actually had the best perspective
whether your Valentine's Day fits on how the College dating scene
and still is today.
the red, rosy, ephemeral image. was
Under
a column titled, "Bromo-Sekzer,- "
really
is
to
us
see
What
interests
a woman writer set up
how social life fared on The
College of Wooster campus on two scenarios. The first
Valentine's
Just "College as the movies would have
how close did our ancestors come us believe it is:" (It reads):
"The scene is laid in a girl's
lo living up to this image?
room in the Eta Pi sorority
On February 12, 1954, the
house." At the one end of the
headline of an inside feature story
room a platinum blond in a
claims, "Social Calendar is
sleek white satin formal
Crammed." At the top of the list,
surveys herself in a
the women's clubs Kez, Echoes
mirror of a streamlined
Signets
special
offer a
formal
and
dressing table. The door is
for the Valentine occasion.
opened, and a maid hands in a
Competing with this is another
beautifully wrapped package
formal dance sponsored by the
and
announces that the young
Clubs. Yet
man is waiting in the lounge."
another (those students must
have been hopping), took place in That evening, the two attend a
Douglass Lounge under the theme musical comedy and one of the
"Dave clone's Locker," which best restaurants in town. And
afterward...
honored sailor Jones. (??)
"They
speed
through the
back
The Compton girls and their
night as fast as the Deusenberg
dates danced to the theme of
will go. Once at the sorority
"Heart Beat" at the Valentine's
house, they walk around the
Dance of 1957. The announcehouse to a court. He picks up a
ment read: "The dance is at 9:30
pebble from a gravel path and J
p.m. and late permissions have
throws
it at the window to
been granted to girts who attend."
waken her roommate. While
(Back then, curfew for
was
waiting for the roommate to
12 p.m. on .Saturdays.)
answer, they fall under the spell
day
before
Valentine's
On the
of the moonlight, the soft
1941, a boxed column informed
"Carson-Ric- e
Engagement ' splashing of the fountain, and
the weeping willow trees.
Announcement party is Valentine
Suddenly a
orchestra
Day feature." But a larger story
strikes up plaintive melody
adjacent to the announcement
from behind the shrubbery and
seems to sum up what was on
tenderly croons some
he
It
reported
most students' minds.
luiuantic nonsense into her
on the freshman debate club's
ears. As he finishes the last
panel discussion of "the problems
note, six girls dressed alike in
relationships on the
of co-efilmy dresses appear on one of
Wooster campus."
the balconies and dance a
Indeed, a
lovely
number. With a hurried
later, students had become more
goodnight they part, and she
vocal with their complaints about
by Robin Wilson
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e

th

goes tovbed between silk
sheets.""
And then the second scenario:
"College as we found it:"
"The scene is laid in a ghfs
room in Holden. The room is
characteristically furnished
with two cots and a study desk,
a dresser and a bookcase
draped with faded" chintz.. At
. one end of the room a girl in a
heavy sweater and skirt,
surveys herself in a small
mirror. A beO rings and the girl
runs out to answer it
"She puts on boots, wool
gloves, and dashes down the
hall putting on her coat as she
goes. She stops long enough to
sign out, set her watch with the
clock, and gather up a young
man appropriately enough
dressed in a sweater and suede
jacket. St. Louis Kid is at the
show tonight, he says. I saw it
-- . during vacation at home," she

answers.
They go to the lounge and play
casino for one half hour and drink
a Coke or two.
"When the last drop of the
Coke is gone...she suddenly
wakes up to the fact that it is
getting late. Three minutes to
ten! They tear up BeaO Avenue
as fast as their legs and the icy
pavements win permit.. .Then
they part hurriedly, for the hall
girl is getting insistent. He
walks home to Kenarden, and
she goes to bed between Indian

;

.

blankets because her sheets
haven't come back from the

.

laundry."
Social life on The College of
Wooster campus
the way it
was... and still is??
--

Voice and Index

Applicants
Seek
Applications are now being
accepted for the editor in chief
positions on Voice and Index
publications. Applicants are urged

to submit a

double-space- d

type-writte- n,

letter to Henry Herring,
Chairperson of the Publications
Cornmrrtee, by Feb. 22. The letter
of application should include the
following information:
1. Reasons why party is
interested in the editor's position.

2. Relevant, background

information (past experience in

pubfcations).
3. What land of changes party
foresees in the publication during
herhis tenure as editor.
4. What year of school applicant
is in.

Questions applicants may have
regarding editorial positions may
be addressed to Kevin Grubb,
Voice editor , and Eric Johnston,
Index editor.
-

Internationalist

Index Senior
Photos
Taken
David Ward
by

.

The time has come for all
students to consider purchasing a
1982 Index. It is also time to
consider having your picture
taken to be preserved for posterity
in this same edition of the Index.
Editor Eric "Johnston
has
announced that seniors should
sign up to have senior portraits
are at the Lowry
taken. Sign-up- s
front desk for sittings scheduled to
begin on Tuesday of next week.
Senior portraits will be taken by
professional photographers next
week from Tuesday to Friday in
the VoiceIndex Office on the
lower level of Lowry Center. This
w3I be the only time that portraits
w31 be shot. Underclassmen and
women may also have pictures
taken at the end of the week.
Underclass photos will be. included
in this year's Index.
Yearbook sakes wiD also occur
next week during lunch and dinner
in Lowry Center. To avoid missing
out on the opportunity to have a
.1982 Index students are
encouraged to purchase a book
next week. People may bill the
cost of the yearbook home, to a
third party, or on their Master-charg- e
or Visa. A
deposit of three dollars win be
required.
Editor Johnston reports that
this year's book promises to be a

'

pro-defens-

.

e

--

while.
.

We meet our professoradvisor
the first room of the Senator's
everybody appropriately
office
dressed,' looking efficient and
professional Our advisor seems
relieved to see us on time, and is a
tittle nervous as we an wait for the
Senator. A
young,
man (his main staffer on foreign
policy issues as we are to find out
shortly) comes in and neatly seats
us in the Senator's private office.
Finally, he arrives.
in

non-refundab-

The Senator

respect and support of Human

constituents as honestly

--

:

as

possible, and that he always tries .
to keep contact with what- - is
happening back home. We take
iiotes as we await for the question-session- .
"

:

The first question is posed by a
young woman from Seattle (and it
doesn't surprise anybody):
"How are you going to vote on
the issue of AWACS and why?" .
He smiles, glancing at his staffer
who raises a warning eyebrow,
and then asserts: "I am totally
against any such deal! I don't even
go to the briefings anymore. I've
"

organizational photos and
descriptions, and underclass

sections. The 1982 Index also
boasts 50 more pages than last
year's book.
A staff of more than 30 is
compiling this year's book. More
support and involvement is

-

'

heard it all more than a dozen

times.""
"But what about the oO and U.S.
interests in the Persian Gulf? And,

and strongly

welcomed. There are stifl several
open pages for which the staff is
accepting ideas. Advertising's also
being solicited. Students bringing
in new advertisements earn ten
percent of the ad price up to
$1,000 and fifteen percent over
$1,000. . Students selling $1000
worth of ads earn $100. Interested
students should call the Index
office, ext. 571 or Eric Johnston,
ext. 341.

what "about the Soviets?,"
.

continues the one from Seattle.
"It is all misinformation and false
warnings, and I won't fan for it," he

answers

emphatically,

--

and

continues on with a little story"I
dined with a Saudi Prince two days
ago. While we were washing our '
.' hands, as is their custom before
dinner, he told me, laughing, that
the only reason they wanted the
AWACS was to show the power
they have over the U.S. and to use
AWACS against Israel"
In the meantime, the staffer is.
raising his eyebrows trying to stop
the Senator, and we feel we are let
, -- '
in on a secret.- '... .
' Scene JJ; It is a beautiful dayj aria we are gathered in class '.at
American- University trying to
"pull things together." Our advisor
is analyzing the problematic
of arms sales (disturbance
of the local balance, sensitivity of
the transfer 'of. sophisticated
technology, unauthorized usage
from the receiver country,

--

.

.

the White House. The American
people once again have faith, hope
and pride in the Oval Office. The
President was chosen by a vote of
aH the people. His new and imagin-ativ- e
ideas, and programs should
be given a' chance to succeed. If
they fail, our democratic process
allows the people to voice their
dissatisfactions at the polls every
four years. Under the leadership of
Ronald Reagan, America has once
again become the defender of
democracy and harbinger of,

,

purposes.
-After the ordeals of Vietnam,
Watergate and Jimmy, Carter, weO as on the left.
WarrerTSeidel
Ronald .Reagan has brought a
,Bo265L
sense .of decency and respect to .

gives the

Rights
although they are out of
fashion at Capitol Hill at this point
in time
and about his interest in
promohng development in the
Third World. He says that his main
concern is' to represent his

le

freedom in this world. I would like
to conclude by asking everyone,
liberal and conservative alike, not
to be politically blind in one eye.
Good ideas do exist on the right as

,

impression of a very nice guy who
wants to be our friend and is
interested in listening to : our
opinions. He talks about his

particularly successful book. It will
be expanded over last year's Index
to include faculty and administration pictures, department candids,

encouraged

'

bright-lookin- g

.

"Right" Political Awareness Abounds

(com. jrom p. zAft
of every American to form and
hold his own opinions and ideas
and wiO never infringe upon that
right.
Also, no one has been deceived -by any of the alleged
propaganda. When the American
electorate chose Ronald Reagan
as President, they were sending a
clear signal that they were tired of
having this country pushed
"around in the international sphere,
and would not stand for having,.
power. '
America be a second-rat- e
The Administration's
defense
program is designed exclusively
for deterrent and defensive

by Tessie Tzavaras
Scene i: It is a beautiful, clear
day and the sun is shining on -Washington, D.C. Everyone in the
Washington Semester on Foreign
Policy Unit III is really excited as
we walk toward the south door of
the Dirksen Senate Building;
today we are to listen to Senator X '
who is on the Foreign Relations
Committee! An added reason for
excitement is the upcoming vote
on the government's request for
approval of the AWACS sale to
Saudi Arabia; the debate has been
on the floor of the Senate for a

.

.

--

'

.

--

-

identification, with totalitarian
regimes of the U.S.," etc). We
relate these problems . to the
AWACS sale.
We are discussing the chances
that this can lead to another Iran
(sensitivity of internal stability of
(cont. on p. 5)
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Cultural Definitions Proposal
Offered for Campus' Review
On Monday, March 1, tfie Cultural Definitions Requirement, proposed
e
to enhante the curriculum in the area of
studies,
North American studies and women's studies, will go before the faculty.
What follows is the prop6sal which will be submitted, revised since its
submission to the Educational Policy Committee last spring. A story on
its progress will follow next week.
third-worl- d

non-whit-

-

The depth of concern that has been shown to us here at The College of
Wooster through many debates, symposiums, programs (and the Black
Manifesto, Fall 1980) has suggested the desperate need for the study of
political minorities to be an integral part of the educational experience. A
little over a year ago in January, 1981, this issue was put before the
student body of the College. They responded with strong endorsement
and support. Subsequently a statement defining and clarifying the issue
was presented to the Educational Policy Committee in the form of a
proposal and was accompanied by a petition of over 500 student
signatures. In the spring of 1981, the proposal was approved by the
Educational Policy Committee. What is currently' needed is for the
faculty of The College of Wooster to approve and endorse the intent and
purpose of the proposal and to then move accordingly. This is trie final
and toughest obstacle and one in which student support is extremely
critical. The change that we propose is perhaps most importantly
symbolic of the philosophical stance that we feel is imminent at the
College. Based on the premise that the requirement will mainly affect
students, our emphasis is on student support.

Approximately 80 students, faculty and administrators swarmed Lowry Center last Friday to view a
movie on apartheid, There Is No Crisis," filmed illegally in South Africa. The film was sponsored by
the Divestment Coalition of The College of Wooster. Photo by Sue Mertz.

There is general agreement within American scholarship that the

.

increasingly interdependent.

world in which we live is becoming

Film
Coalition Sponsors Apartheid
Divestment
hollowing the
of the
(cont. from p.

Concommitant with this realization is the belief that to prepare
individuals to live in this world,. American higher education must, by
necessity, redefine basic assumptions. Americans have come to
understand the desirability of living, working and sharing with peoples
dramatically unlike their own. The tradifrom cultures and
tional definition of a liberal arts education given these urgent realities
must be expanded. The need for social harmony, increased awareness of
other political and social realities and the elimination of mtergroup fear
and hostility based on ignorance has rendered the ethnocentric quality of
American education obsolete.
sub-cultur-

1)

es

19-year-o-

It is, therefore,, critically imperative

co-existen- ce.

Non-Tradition-

'

-

-

al

s

,

The only hope is "the crippling of
the economu. If we demonstrate,
they only shoot at us.. .We are
trying to be as peaceful as
possible."
One of the interviewees, when
asked if she had ever considered
that this might be a battle they
would not win, responded with an
emphatic "No."

ld

The importance and significance of this issue has fortunately been
realized by the Educational Policy Committee. When this issue was first
raised in 1978, its members stated: "If one goal of liberal education is to
liberate the individual from the limits of unexamined values and of
unrecognized cultural bias then an important part of a program in
general education should foster an understanding of the importance of
conscious choice in how one lives in a plural culture and a culturally
diverse world. There are many ways to achieve such critical recognition.
One important way involves radical inquiry whereby alternate and at
by Martha Oesch
times disruptive views of culture are given serious consideration. To
many
Wooster graduates,
For
have allowed one's assumptions and values to be challenged bv radically
different cultural definitions the mark of the liberally educated person. musings on the job market evoke
e
government
better equipped, as a result, to participate, consciously and responsibly. visions of
positions or corporate business
in the diverse cultures and values of modern world."
.
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who held the

position for 25 years, came out of
the painter's union.
Newby's involvement in labor
began as a federation delegate
Teaching
from the
Assistants Association in 1974,
where his responsibility was to
other unions within the country
and state. Working with local
unions, Newby helped to organize
people on the picket lines.
Support for his election in
January was based in the public
employee unions, which Newby
said are a growing force all over
the country. He emphasized that
his support ' also included a
"broader coalition" of industrial,;
service sector and construction
unions.
Characterized as an aggressive
and forceful speaker, Newby plans
to have the Federation play a more
active role in the community, from
promoting labor history in the
schools to helping local unions
organize.
When asked what college
students interested in becoming
involved in- labor movements
could do, Newby replied that
students "have to start where you
work," organizing around labor
concerns. With the changing
composition of the workforce to
n

'
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are still some honest

-

overwhelming majority.

I

wondered what happened to all
those critical Senators I had heard
raging against Haig on the Senate
floor during the debates. But then,
I felt a much greater surprise when
my eye caught a name on the right- hand side of the front page: "our"
Senator had voted "for" the
approval of the sale of AWACS
after having had,breakfast with the
President along with two other '
Senators the previous day.
,

BUSY SATURDAY NIGHT?

-

post-depressi-

X

politicians left!" says the woman
from Seattle.
We cannot wait to read the
news on the final vote tomorrow.
The following morning, I picked
up my copy of the Washington
Post, after jumping out of bed.
AWACS was approved with an

--

on,'

-

,

'

re-evaluati-

T.r-r-

w

:

evaluate the returns to the U.S. of
such a move and the lack of any
concrete agreement in exchange
for planes on the part of the

UW-Madiso-

"

a

Saudis. We are questioning,the
ability of Saudi Arabian Air Force
to absorb the ' new high- tecnnoiogy. oo rar m tne oeoate, it
seems that the Senate is asking the
., .
.
same questions.
Most of us are convinced that
the: bill of approval win not go
through. Yet, we are aware that
the' President's private meetings
with various " Senators ' might
influence the outcome of the vote.
Overall, there is too much
opposition to fight! Of one thing,
however, we are certain: "our
Senator, Sen. X, will vote against
"It is reassuring to know that

final U.S. loss of this sophisticated
aircraft). There is an attempt to

offices tastefully panelled hi pine.
Some graduates, however, have
Specifically, this proposal seeks to provide a structural, didactic pursued new directions. One such
experience (Le. the classroom) that will expose students to the alumnus is David Newby, '64, a
contemporary issues and problems confronting .today's political graduate student at the University
minorities. Political minorities, in this instance, refers to those groups of of Wisconsin, who has just been
individuals historically relegated to marginal, peripheral status when elected president and executive
juxtaposed to traditional Western civilizations. In addition, the secretary of the Madison
contemporary feature of the requirement is critical. It is imperative that Federation of Labor. of AFL-CIAn organization
students be exposed to and creatively address' the immediacy of these
in south-centrUnions
unfold-Jhthey
issues as
committee recommends that courses within
representing roughly
Wisconson
three particular areas serve to fulfill the requirement. These broad areas
workers,
the Federation's '
25,000
of study are (a) Black Studies, (b) Women's Studies, and (c)
making political
Biclude
Studies. AD courses which become part of this component will functions
support
organizing
endorsements,
address the issue of cultural definition, either in the students' own culture
or in that of another people whose outlook is at some distance from the for local unions in strike situations,
officials and
students particular ' culture. While departments are developing lobbying state
labor's
interests
promoting
appropriate courses to suit the recommendations of this proposal, the
spokesperson
chief
the
As
Committee suggests that great care be taken to assure that this
coordinator for , the
requirement does not encounter problems similar to those of the cultural and policy Newby
wffl serve two-yefederation,
sequence.1"
v
.
terms. ;
Newby's election represents the
leadership to - the
, of
passing
will
We anticipate that a substantial time lag
occur before the
- which is
generation,
younger
institution of the requirement. We therefore recommend that a
mark the
to
by
thought
some
temporary course be designed that would substitute for the controyet still in use. beginning of new approaches to
versial Freshman Studies presently under
here at the College. It is expected that the course will address major labor interests. At 39 years old, he
problems involved with political minorities. In appreciation of the task at is the first member of the
generation to hold one
hand, and in light of the thoroughness that we expect in developing the
top
two offices in the predominantly white-colla- r
of
the
requirement, we feel a substitute should be provided in the interim.
Newby
workers, Newby said, "you're
We trust that the Educational Policy Committee will not renege on its Federation. In the election,
- defeated the Federation's former
beginning to see greater
earlier support and that the faculty as a whole share our concern and will
treasurer who had the support of
'
v
subsequently approve this proposal.
(cont. 6np.
..-.thefdvious president. .Newby's

p
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preaecessor.

movie, the student fled into exile,
and two of the interviewed women
were arrested and detained
indefinitely without trial.
During the discussion which
followed the film, members of the
Coalition emphasized that
is not isolated, but is open to
students of The College of

!

Wooster Grad Heads Labor Education
Representing Workers m Madison, WI

.

turning

i

schools, hostels and police cars
had been burned down. The Prime
Minister's proclamation during the
ensuing government crackdown:
There is no crisis."
The film included interviews
student who
with the
led the uprisings and several
members of the black liberation
novement. According to one of
those interviewed, the children of
Soweto are products ot Bantu
education. "You are educated in
order to fit into this society." Of
the uprisings he said: The
children exposed the sham."
According to the leader of the
riots, foreign investment is a.
crucial factor in the maintenance
of apartheid. "We blacks in South
Africa do not have arms," he said.

that the truly educated American
be at least aware of the diverse cultures and societies that exist within
and without his or her immediate environment. And it is fully reasoned
and hoped that this awareness will further engender the sensitivity that is
paramount to inter cultural cooperation and
It is against
this backdrop that a Contemporary
Cultural Definition
Requirement here at The
College of Wooster be instituted.
'
.

A

y. skip

Put some variety in your fife
check out the Valentine's
in Lowry; Come alone
or with a date and enjoy the
music of the Echoes, back by
popular demand. Tickets are
$2 each and will be sold in
Lowry and at the door. 9 p.m.
.''
;. v- 1a.m.
semi-form-

al

--

.

.
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Duel Cast Performs Anftgone

I

caught between his political duties
Simmons
as king and. his moral duties to
hit
the
spotlights
As the opening
stage, the entire cast of Antigone himself.
Director Anetta Jefferson
acts out ' charades of their explains
that when Antigohe was
individual roles. The combination
in Paris (1941), the
produced
first
of drama students and community
considered .
audiences
French
players, ranging from
However,
heroine.
a
Antigone
'
Doug Stewart to
in the
opened
show
the
when
Ron Harvey, provides a dash of
tended
Americans
States,
United
variety from the typical College
to identify more with Creon and
production.
-The play Antigone, by Jean his predicament. Jefferson
Anouilh, tells the somber story of remarks, "In Anouilrvs version,
Oedipus' daughter who defies her1 there are some real questions
is a
uncle Creon's orders to leave her raised as to whether Antigone is
situation
"foolishly.
The
brotherPolynices corpse martyr clearly black and white as
unburied. Antigone attempts to not as
give her brother a proper burial Sophocles' version.'
designed
the
Walworth
Noreen
and is, thus, sentenced to die.
IS
Mimi Richmond (cast one) and stationary set for her senior
of
levels
multiple
The
Lee Merrill (cast two) both' project.
express the stubbomess and, steps and platforms helps create
later, the anguish , and fear particular images of power and
Antigone experiences as she faces helplessness or despair. Cast one
her punishment. Professor will perform in Freedlander
and cast
Theatre on Feb.
Richard Figge, in both showings,
portrays Creon as a man who is two on Feb.

"by Sarah

ten-year-o- ld

d

grey-bearde-

"

ri

.
...
7
o ryrt
i
Antigone's cast of college students ana community p layers win perioral reorumy io-- u onu--lor i
Freedlander Theatre. Photo by Meg Wehrly.
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of Party Privileges
College Activates Prohibition
a,.u
aam.n sirauu..
council.

(cont. from p. 1)
who, he claims, adopted the
restriction. Swegan pointed out
that Campus Council is the
legislative power and the administration is the enforcing power, the
is now simply
administration

Campus

Council's

decision made in 1977. Asked why
the regulation was never enforced
until recently, Swegan responded
by saying that he and the
administration had "overlooked"
this clause. He said that numerous
complaints of high noise levels
from weekday parties have been
made recently. The administration
enforced the clause to help

Dean

's

"by

the

functioning

curri

ministration is simply "attempting
to be consistent with the idea that
Wooster is an academic institution." The main questions that

activities were " interrupting
academic

rcac

for

arms."
The student who wrote the
letter to the editor had suggested
that the restrictions now placed on
campus would not work; he felt
that students would go elsewhere
(off campus perhaps) to party or
go "behind closed doors." Swegan
responded to this by saying that
this would be "a positive outcome"
because noise would be reduced
on campus: He said, "I don't think
we are objecting to individuals
getting together for one or two
beers during the week but we are
objecting to those students disturbing others."
Swegan stressed that the ad-

Rosenbluth explained that the
Council's original intent was to
abolish in total any weeknight
activities including alcohol and
loud noise. The Council, however,
needed to provide room for the
exception of rush functions, and
thus left the clause open for interpretation by the administration.
Plusquellec pointed out the
reasons that the administration
was only now enforcing the
regulation. He had received many
reports from professors that it
appeared that Tuesday night
-

cAma

-

of some

students in their classes.

Plusquellec claims that the
professors reported that some
students looked sleepy and
unattentive on Wednesday
mornings. Some professors said
that several students had reported
an inability to study or sleep the
night before because of a loud
party occurring in their dormitory.
President Copeland and Dean
Plusquellec felt that some action
needed to be taken, and theresult
was a stronger enforcement of

18-2- 0

25-2-

TKoYTV

I

onTVrf c;
T

Although

RPHTSITI.
.

claimed.

action, of

NtirJpr WaT
.

.

weaponry, the"speaker said.
"I have said that the chief enemy
is always the same. Always it is
those persons who are utterly
in
selfish and utterly
their commitment to an unfair
level of economic profit and
conspicuous consumption for the
cold-bloode-

-

Thorpe, who spoke as part of
the College's Black History Week
program, likened such a struggle
to a continuing of those waged by
Nat Turner, Booker T. Washington and Martin Luther King Jr. "At
center stage along with the annihilation posed by racism is the threat
of annihilatioii by nuclear war," he
.

7

said. "Black people owe participation to the struggle against nuclear
war as an extension of their
struggle for liberation," he said.
This connection means that the
threat of nuclear war will remain as
long as dcrother social problems
like world hunger, exploitation and

d

few by whatever means
necessary," Thorpe identified. But
it is up to "all those who love
people more than profits to use
technology to serve real instead of
sham justice, realinstead of sham
democracy, and real instead of
sham opportunity . to serve life
instead of death," Thorpe said.

Ward and Wenger
Give Joint Recital
.

by

'

Wardyidad

Chanson by Faure and Duparc,
lieder by Wold and Schubert,
songs by Rorem.and Duke, and a
duet by Mozart will provide a
winters

:

evening's

diversion,

tonight, as David Ward and Elsie
Wenger present a joint recital in
' Mackey Hall.
Both singers have studied with

Dale Moore of the Music
Department while at Wooster.
They chose to sing a joint recital
as a culmination of their, study.
They have both performed in the

--

College policy.
Eugenia - Hull,

American

the present
student Chairperson of Campus

Musicesthal and The

Marriage of Figaro. Wenger, of
Dalton, is a senior Music
:

CLASSIFIEDS
SERVICES

Planned Parenthood, located at
2680'2 Cleveland Rd. in Wooster,
pregnancy testing,
has
counseling. Pap tests, and birth
control. Call
low-co-

7.

to the other 86 percent " he said.
According to Thorpe, the New
Federalism encourages a "divide
and conquer mentality used to
weaken the masses by pitting
women against men, race against
race, homosexuals against heterosexuals and educated against the
'
uneducated."
It is this group, worried about
the contradictions involved . in
defending the status quo, that
hopes to save itself with nuclear

the innovation of
nuclear armaments appears to be
the result of a "neutral" scientific
revolution,
and : technological
nuclear war is a threat interwoven with other social problems
which the "ranks of the masses
must join together in fighting
against," said Earl E. Thorpe. The
professor of history at North
Carolina Central College urged his
audience at Wednesday's College
of Wooster convocation to participate in local and national organizations which oppose nuclear war.
The struggle against nuclear- war
must include students and
teachers, clergymen, housewives,
and - janitors,1 he
mechanics

students raised concerned
Thorpe claimed.
whether the regulation is fair to ' oppression,
will remain possible
war
"Nuclear
individuals' rights as adults and
14 percent of the population
whether it is justly enforced by the until
Africa no longer dictates
South
of
administration.

.

.

.

st

345-779- 8.

Education major currently doing
her student teaching. Ward, of
Allendale, N.J., is a senior Religion
major.
.
Their program for this evening
includes classical French love
songs, German concert pieces,
and dramatic American works.
The program has been collected
by the two and Moore to present a,
varied selection of the great
concert literature for vocalists:
They will be accompanied by
pianists Nancy Kinsey and Amy
Breneman. The recital begins at .
7:30 p.m. in Mackey Hal Arecep-- .
tion will foflcw.JThe general public.
v..
mvitea to anena. f-L
.

ng

--

withheld

.

member. Plusquellec and

"Weekday (Sundaydinner
through Friday lunch) social
events in residence halls
involving
alcohol andor
loud music should not be
planned."
Several students suggested that
the phrase was ambiguous and
could be interpreted in several
ways. They pointed out that the
Council had written that those
social events "should" not be
planned and not that they "may"
not be planned. Swegan admitted
the ambiguity of the word
"should," but said that the
administration had interpreted the
"should" to mean "may," and was
therefore justified in enforcing the
rule. When Swegan was asked
what action students should take if
they desire to change the ruling, he
said that either individual students
would have to address that
problem to Campus Council or
the subject would have to be taken
up for examination by Campus
Council itself. The question of
ambiguity in the guidelines would
have to be raised by students. .
A group of students who disagree with recent enforcement by
administration of the regulation
are attempting to bring about a
change. A petition that had
generated over 200 signatures of
students will be submitted to
Campus Council today (Friday).
The petition objects to the
recent enforcement of
the regulation, and the students
who have circulated it are
attempting to bring about either a
change of Campus Council's
of
policy guidelines or a
the clause in question. The
students claim that weeknight
parties, specifically "Tuesday
night groups," are not harmful "to
the students involved," and they
feel that students' rights are being

rr- -

need-

happy to see students take action
for their beliefs, but pointed out
her amazement that this campus is
extremely slow to be politicized
about world issues such as D
Salvador, South Africa, and the
draft. "But talk about a party on
Tuesday night being prohibited,"
she said, "and everyone is in

John Rosenbluth

commented on the original 1977
ruling of Campus Council. At the
time the specific clause in question
was passed into legislation by the
Council, Plusquellec was a faculty
member of Campus Council while
Rosenbluth was a student

follows:

t

Council's

in some rational form." Hull is

Students Ken

of

Students

community members upset with
the parties.
Section IV of SGA's "Guidelines
for Social Functions' is written as

re-writi-

ifi

She pointed out

rush functions, and therefore
1977.
passed in 1Q77
backed the clause naccoH
Asked what action she thought
students should take if they desire
change, she responded that they
should "take it to Campus Council

Plusquellec and Assistant Dean of

prevent repercussions from

admin-'istration-

Campus

,

ABORTION: Akron Women's
Clinic offers safe, personalized
and confidential abortions up
through 15 weeks. Birth Control

.

Clinic. Lowest Fees. ADC
accepted. 513 West Market' St.
Call toll

fre

"

1-800-362-

enforcing

situation.
flj-iviltil-

on the

commented

Council,

Dean Swegan pointed out that
the protesters' action of taking the
issue to Campus Council is a first
step if they desire to change
campus policy, yet even if Campus.
Council approves a change (such
allowing weekday parties) there
as
'
is always the possibility that
President Copeland for the Board
of Trustees will use their power to
override the Council's decision.

-9150.

'

o..,Kua

.

.

.

.The Ohio Ballet, sponsored by friends of Boys Village, enter-tained with both classical and modern ballet last Saturday in
v.
McCSaw. Photo by Sue Mertz,.; .
--

--
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Human Freedom is Lincoln's Legacy

(cont. from p. 1)
"Historically, Lincoln is no longer a
partisan figure; he is an
figure for American democracy.
Sol Padover argued that Jefferson
Was the central., figure of
democracy. It can be argued that
Lincoln was the central figure of
democracy," Mr. Hodges said.
Moreover, Mr. Hodges said that
if students were made aware of
Wooster's President Lincoln, that
.
i
a imkji uii
mi Lai I ijjua wuuiu
like to see him because (1) it's a
good statue; (2) the College was

1

se

tinrloar Jthrwit tho Hotailc rf tho
incident, although he did recall

that: he and Cropp' knew

something was amiss as they
passed by the pedestal and saw
only the soles of the President's,
shoes remaining on the statue's
mooring. Cropp could only recall
.
.I
I
inai ' ne ana iopeiana were
and that they found
passers-by- ,
Mr.- - Lincoln lying in tne grass,
'
presumably near the pedestal.

r

rf"V

1

1

--

Flnlr Trnvel

;

' "
-

.

ully opposed.
.. ;
The nation that they founded, however, was in significant ways
' different from themselves. It was less,
urbane, less gracious, more robust
ana eanny man anyintng iney Knew. Aoranam Lincoln, with his rustic
humor ' and deeply democratic instincts, embodied the soul of an
America founded in freedom by others. , . '
- '
Lincoln's generation, although formed by the founding, was the first
generation bereft of the founder's guidance. When, at the age of twenty-fivLincoln assumed publkfoffice for the first time, only Madison still
uvea, oui wnnin two years ne, too, would die. By the time of its maturity
Lincoln's generation would require a rededication to the principles of the
nation's founding.
The issue of slavery had so vexed the Union during the formative years
of Lincoln's generation that the bedrock of American democracy, the
conviction that ours was the task of displaying before the entire world the
fruits of free government, had crumbled year by year. There was a
growing sentiment in the South that slavery must expand into the new
territories. In the North there was a corresponding fear of the
conseauences of attemntino tn nmpnt that wtuncinn nAic U..u u
'

.
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Consultants
346 E BOWMAN ST.
For Your"Convemence
Just off the College Campus
Spring Weak Is Just
Around The Corner.
' Make Your
; J Travel Plans Now!

CALL
264-65- 05
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA0305
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Better, it was said by some in the North, to accommodate the
expansion of slavery. Better, perhaps, to agree that democracy can exist
permanently on a foundation of slavery, that democracy means no more '
than the right of a majority of any people anywhere to do whatever it
Neither Copeland nor Cropp the fact that he never received a wishes without regard to any consideration of riaht or histice. If
. . l. A :
.41a
was willing to cast the blame on law degree, was finally awarded an
minrittl
rf tKo rtorvrkL r( a tdvrifwti
J awTci y.
- -.
wwi aw lUWIl.
'
Jl "
any individual or group of honorary, degree at the College in
amongst themselves, why perhaps that is their right. Better to accept.
individuals for - the destruction 1963. Seniors carried Mr. Lincoln - these perversions of the democratic faith of the founding fathers than to
done to the Lincoln statue. . down the Chapel aisle as a part of forcibly resist the expansion of slavery. For the South had made it clear
Copeland said it was impossible the ceremony. .
that it would rather abandon the Union than accept such a restriction.
that it could have been a
But according to Lincoln, the acceptance of these perversions by the
In spite of the fact that a number
graduation prank which went
people at large would sound the death knell of the Union every bit as
of different types of bolting
..
:
u
o . r-- . tnean. ots.i
awry, but that he was more techniques were used by College
ntc
iiiuuu
sn.isaiuii 01 aiine oouin.
ine nation was tne
rorine
inclined to speculate that the. maintenance personnel, nothing
principle of freedom. The people's acceptance of slavery on a permanent
basis, Lincoln maintained, would mean that American democracy stood
destruction was carried out by a kept crafty, students from
"deranged uncle" of some' new removing Mr. Lincoln from" his - on no higher gfound than base prejudice and naked self interest.
grad.
Were it not for the issue of slavery, and the crisis in principle which it
pedestal. He would now and then
Cropp believed that the statue end up in the College president's
signified for a people originally dedicated to the proposition that "all men
was just too well secured to its
office, sit in front of adormitory, or are created equal," the world would now take little note of Lincoln's
foundation. The Lincoln story is r ride in homecoming parades. public career. But Lincoln possessed something of a "seeing eye"! in
an example of the biggest problem
Once, Phil Williams, director of moral matters. He was one of those rare men who have the ability to see
at The College of Wooster. Jobs Buildings and Grounds, had to go through the surfaces of things to the profound issues of which they are
are done too well, like the securing
as far as Ashland to retrieve sometimes merely the reflection.
- .
of Abe Lincoln," Mr. Cropp said. . Wooster's missing Abe."" ; When the
Act of 1854 repealed the Missouri
He suggested that the statue
The ; ad hoc committee tot Compromise, according to which slavery had been restricted more or
should have been bolted, thereby
resurrect Mr. Lincoln has talked less to the states in which jUalready existed, Lincoln dedicated his public
lessening the risk of damage when
about repairing the Lincoln statue, career to a single, dominating purpose: to see to it that slavery was again
though the members admit that" it restricted and to rekindle in his own and in subsequent generations, the
the statue was removed.
'
In years past, Lincoln vwas
has been more in- - jest than in . conviction that American democracy is inseparably linked to human
frequently taken from his pedestal
seriousness. MrT KnoB and Mr. rights. .The rugged force of soul within Lincoln,, his dedication to the
J l.:.
A
next to the Chapel. It was not ' Hodges suggest a "Pennies for rbmrtfcitirin that WaaArvm
tnnnJ
uncommon, for example, to see
Lincoln" campaign to raise money belief that the source of both was to be found in the Declaration of
the President adorned in women's
for the recasting of the statue. Independence, allowed him to face the greatest issue of his day. In
garb. Once in the 1950s, when . Maintenance Director Ed Cerne Lincoln's view, the American people could not evade the necessity to
Cropp was a student at the said the cost quoted to him four cnoose oerween ine stem requirements ot liberty and an easy and .
College, the Lincoln- - statue years ago for repairing the statue comfortable expansion of slavery.
disappeared for several weeks was $4000. Now he said the price - For Lincoln the issue of liberty was essentially an internal one.. The
during the winter. After a search of would probably be near $5000.
sacrifices necessary to found this country had been the result of a fierce
the campus by security, Cropp
love of liberty and a mortar aversion to despotism that overrode the
'Meanwhile, a commemorative
said the statue was given up for
statue of two twisted soles stands natural desires all men have for quietude, safety and personal comfort.
good. But as weather warmed, it
as a symbol of tradition next to the The love of liberty strengthens men's souls while the habits of ease and
-- v; "
Was soon discovered that the
discord weaken them.
Andrews Library. It is a statue the fear-o;
President had been hidden within
which Mr. Hodges said - It was Lincoln's belief that only if the nation were thus weakened from
an innocent, snow figure. ,
within could the people lose their inherited liberties. But if the people
-- commemorates vandalism," not
Abraham Lincoln, who one which duly.recoghizes "a man remained strong, wrote Lincoln in 1838, "An the armies of Europe, Asia
practiced as an.attorney in spite of . of statue."- arid Africa combined, withuaR the treasure of the earth four own
'
excepted) in their military chest; with a Bonaparte for a commander, .
9z
could not by forcertake a drink from the Ohio, or make a track on the
Blue Ridge, in a trial of a.thousand years." - . .c,
.
;V Only one utterly blind to the Soviet military buildup qf the last two
decades could venture to say the same today. But if one were to search
in th ColMg Hill-P u
' Shepptne CWI
for the reasons behind pur inability, or rather 'our unwillingness, to
Phow
ourselves as the strongest, as well as freest nation on earth, we
that our external weaknesses are a sign of an
, might well conclude
internal weakness, a seismic fault, as it were, in the bedrock of our
beuers. we seem, to be poised between those who would not defend
freedom itself because they are uncertain bf its worth and those who'
would not defend. our freedom as. a nation because they doubt the
:. ' :
''
iustness of its cause.
, Lincoln's legacy consists --above all in his teaching that the
cause of
human freedom and the ends of American democracy are one and the
.same. In celebrating the occasion of his birth, it is fitting that we remind -ourselves" that the enduring source of Lincoln's greatness is available to .
262-517- 1
us today. We.no lessthan the people of Lincoln's time, are faced with the
burden of insuring the survival .of freedom. We, no less than they, will find
143 E. Liberty
the strength to do so only when we come once again to appreciate the
.
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trom tne - pedestal. When
interviewed. Copeland was
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founded a year
death; and (3) Route 30 in Wooster
is the Lincoln Highway." . Don Knoll, manager of the
bookstore, is "very much
interested in resurrecting - him
(Lincoln) because he was a great
president." Messrs. Knoll, Hodges
and Culp all believe that the statue
should be placed once again in the'
public eye because it was
a benefaction, like Kauke Hall.
"We have an obligation to display
it because it was a gift," Mr. Culp
said. Mr. Hodges commented,
"Someone gave us a gift and we
are not using it."
. The Lincoln statue was believed
.to have been twisted from its
pedestal by unknown culprits in
June of 1976, the last time it was
seen by the public. Pinpointing the
exact date of the crime is
impossible, as a check with
Security Chief Carl Yund
indicates that no; report on the
damaged statue was filed with his
office. President Henry Cope land,
then Dean of the. College, and
Professor F. W. Cropp, the Vice
President of Academic Affairs, are
believed to have been the" first to
find Mr. Lincoln after he was torn
after-Lincoln-

'
by Jeffrey D. Wattin
.
Today (February 12) marks the 173rd anniversary "of the birth of
Abraham Lincoln who, in the aftermath of. the fiery trial of Gettysburg,
dedicated this nation to a "new birth of freedom."
Although it was with good reason said that Lincoln, like the founders of
the nation, numbered among the "great men of the earthT it is nevertheless true that he was in many ways more characteristically American
than most of our other heroes. The quiet and remote dignity of
Washington, the 'intellectual nrpcorifu nf Mrlicnn rwt Hamilton k
abiding grace andoersonal charm of Jefferson, all rominH ic 2c Art t Koir
laced and bewigged portraits, of the ancient regime they'so successf-.-

all-purpo-
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SGA
Monica Bowin

My name is Monica Bowin, and
Pm a candidate for president of the

Student Government Association.
Although my past experience with
the SGA has been as a committee
chairperson, my perspective is still
fresh and unclouded. My work on
the Cabinet has provided me with
some keen insights into the
workings of the SGA, and as
president, I will combine the
responsibility that accompanies
the job with my enthusiasm for it.
For some straight answers about
the SGA, the presidency, or my
candidacy, feel free to contact me.
or extension
at either box
338. I hope youll vote for me on
February 17th.
C-121-

1

must be brought closer together.
The lack of representation of the
student body to the administration
may well be the source of our
campus woes.
I must emphasize that this is not
issue. We students are
a
as much at fault as the Student
Government Association. The
apathetic trend prevalent in our
society today has permeated the
college community. This apathy is
reflected by the government
election turnouts. I feel that it is
every student's obligation to curb
this apathetic trend and vote in the
upcoming student government
,
elections.
one-side-

d

Kevin Nahigian

In gathering signatures for my

candidacy as President of the
Student Government Association,
many people questioned the
functions of the organization.
Apparently SGA has become
disassociated with the student
body. Students at The College of
Wooster are in need of better
representation of their various
concerns affiliated with campus
issues.
I must reluctantly agree with this
SGA. The
view concerning
Student Government has become
disassociated with the rest of the

past experience is concerned, in
high school I served as
of my sophomore class
and president of my junior and
vice-preside-

nt

senior classes. In those three years,

student body. The average

student knows very little about the
functions of SGA or its
members. How many students
know who is on the association,
when the meetings are, or even
what issues are being considered?
How many students can even
name our current SGA president?
In the past few years the SGA
and the student body have drifted
far apart. If the SGA is to perform
its function of representing the
student body to the college faculty,
administration, and the outside
community, these two parties

I used a mixture of enthusiasm and
creativity to plan key events and to
bring new life to the high school
student council. In my two years
here at The College of Wooster, I
have noticed a great lack of
creativity and leadership in the
functions of SGA. As student
appropriations for SGA activities
become greatly decreased and
apathy continues to rise, there is
need for new and different

am especially
enthusiastic about The College of
Wooster and the great potential
which lies in its SGA, and through
such vehicles as student questionnaires and open public meetings, I
hope to find the true desires and
needs of the students and create
new programs which cater specifically to those needs.

programs.'

KeDy J. Mortensen
My experience as a representative in the Student Government
Association and past secretarial
work for various organizations has
shown me that the need to
communicate to the study body
exactly what is being done in the
Elections coming up this. SGA is a problem that has not
Wednesday (217) during dinner, a been met. I would like to post
review of candidates and their information about SGA activities
positions is in order. The following in residence halls and submit
items were submitted by some of summaries of the meetings to the
Voice as a step toward informing
the candidates:
the student body, since it has not
done regularly in the past. As
on campus and should help to abeen
I feel
junior
coordinate the various campus capable English major,
serving as a
t of
groups such as the BSA, ISA, ISC,
conscientious secretary of the
and ICC.
SGA. If you have any questions

I

SERVICE
TAKES YOU

Vice-Preside-

'

co-existen-

the arms race?
Should I become the Secretary,
my major concern will be to
establish a code of international
awareness among students. 1
promise on my honor to communicate better on the necessities of
this awareness to the cabinet, to
.the General Assembly, and to the
.student body. In addition, I
promise to hold m high esteem the
necessity to work for the'
monetary benefits of all SGA
programs.

t

1

l;i

i;
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Patricia R. Youngberg

The main role of the Treasurer
of the Student Government
Association is to keep accurate
records of all SGA funds and
handle aD financial transactions. I
feel I am both willing and able to
handle these responsibilities.
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Apartheid, U.S. militarism in EI
Salvador, and the acceleration of
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students. This is an important
position and must be filled with
someone capable and competent;
please vote Libby Black for
Campus Council Member-at-Larg-

Owusu-Ansa- h

Secretary.
I am a junior with Economics as
my major. My strategy is .to
promote "peaceful
and intellectual freedom." By this,
I mean to give more credence to
the academic order of the College,
and also to synthesize it with any
program that affects our fives as
future leaders of the world.
I see students m a tripartite
capacity
as members of the
Wooster community, members of
the U.S. and citizens of the world.
What is demanded of the SGA
now is to make the organizational
arrangements to help students
perform better in such capacities.
But the SGA has tailed to
awaken students awareness in
most of the critical issues that
determine our role as future
leaders. Why has the SGA been
silent on Wooster involvement in

Vice-Preside- nt

-L-

Joseph

prepared to represent the

This article is to publicize the
reasons for which I am running in
the elections to be the S.G.A

vice-presiden- cy

vice-preside- nt

Libby Black
Students on this campus trust
have a voice in the college policies
and issues that Campus Council
deals with. I have 2
years
experience with S.GA and
dealing with the administration. I
know the way things work and I
have a feel tor student opinion. I
will be a voice for the student
body; unafraid to get involved and

candidacy, contact me at box 2242
or at extension 359. I welcome
your vote on February 17.

y

Paula J. Young berg
The importance of the
of the Student Government Association is exemplified in
many situations. For example, the
most important duty is that heshe
represents the student body as
one of two student voices on the

Jennifer Dean

My name is Jennifer Dean. I am
running for Financial Affairs
Committee chairperson. I've been
on SGA for the past five quarters
and FAC for the past three. I am
well qualified for the job and
looking forward to it. If you have
any questions feel free to contact
me at ext. 338 or box 1476.

about .the position or my

the Student Government Association. I realize the importance of
this position in terms of student-facultrelations and that the job
requires enthusiasm, experience
and common sense. I possess all
these qualities which I feel makes
me the best person for the job.
My enthusiasm has enabled me
to represent a wide variety of
groups on campus instead of one
group in particular. In the position
of Vice President past experience
will prove to be a valuable asset. I
have served on the SGA Cabinet
a position which
as Secretary
provided me with the opportunity
to work with administrators and
trustees.
Common sense has helped me
make conscientious decisions in
the past. Please use your common
sense in voting on February 17.
Thank you.

Vice-Preside- nt

TRAVEL
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My name is Rose Weiler and I
am running for Vice President of

Rob LavaDee
Educational Policy Committee.
.. My name is Robert LavaDee and
Within the next year a number of
Tana running for
of key issues will be discussed. It will
SGA. The duties of
be important to keep the lines of
are to take over meetings in the communication between the
absence of the President, sit on students and the faculty operating.
campus council, preside over I feel I am open to suggestions and
meetings of the Educational opinions and can in turn express
Affairs Committee, and to student concerns to the faculty.
represent students on the faculty
I would Eke to become involved
Educational Policy Committee. I in the .Student Government
feel I could do a commendable job Association
because I have high
on SGA and the various expectations for where the SGA
committees and groups by can and will go. I hope to be a part
introducing my new perspective to of the. organization that will
campus government. I believe that cBscuss issues such as curriculum
the main concern of the office of changes, eliminating Freshman
is to represent the Studies, and the infamous
student body at The College of semester vs. quarter system
Wooster. I also feel the
controversy.'
should be more visible

VVORLD-VID- Z

"

It's that time of year again when
General Elections are held for the
Student Governing Bodies at the
College of Wooster. These bodies
collectively contain nine positions;
three for Campus Council and six
for the Student Government
Association With the General

Rose Weiler

As I was obtaining signatures for
my candidacy for SGA president,
two questions were frequently
asked of me. What experience do
you have? What do you plan to do
if you are elected? As far as my

Frank Casner

CANDIDATES

12

ton. market '
SHMEVE.O.

e.

Krystin Buckey
My name is Krystin Buckey, and
I am running for Campus Council
M em ber-a-t Large. I have been a
member of Campus Council for
two years, first as
Vice-Presiden-

t,

and then as President of the
Student Government Association.
I have both experience and
enthusiasm' to offer Campus
Council. I am very receptive to
students' concerns, and would do
my best to articulate their interests
on CoundL I would be happy to
answer any questions about
campus issues and my views. My
box number is 1261, my extension
is 338. 1 welcome your support at
the polls.
--

--

Brian Howland
am a junior Economics major
whose academic interests also
include mathematics and refigion.
My career plans consist of law
school or graduate work in
business administration. Having
served previously in various
positions on the Wagner Hall
governing and programming
boards, induding that of president
in the spring of 1981, 1 am not a
I

stranger to administrative

procedures and techniques. My
desire to serve as one of the three
Campus Council Members-at-Larg- e
is prompted primarily by
three factors. The Campus
Council is (as stated in the
Campus. Counci Memorandum,
revised

1981) "designed

(1)

to

support and forward Wooster 's
commitment to intellectual growth
through liberal education; (2) to
promote the welfare of all
members and organizations of the
college; (3) to establish means
through which students, faculty
and administrative officers can
express theft- - views and better
understand the opinions of
others."
While aD three objectives are
essential, I believe - that the
jjconf. on )
,

.

.

P-9-

I
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SGA

I.

ment through which change can
occur.- - A majority of the" Campus
Council members are representatives of other group's or
organizations on campus, - Le.
SGA, SAB.- -' These Campus
Council members do and should
be primarily concerned with their
sponsor groups interests. As a
result, the student body as a whole

'
(cont.from p. 8)
,
Campus Council needs to serve a
more important role as a

communication link between what
may have become known in many
students' minds as the "gods of
Gafpin" and the students. In
addition, the roar of silence of the
majority opinion on this campus is
deafening. The voices of all groups
on this campus must be raised. It is
particularly toward these two
objectives which; I would work.
Third, the strong- - liberal' arts
tradition behind The College of
Wooster must continue to grow. I
will . support campus programs
which serve the interests of a wide
variety of students. The Campus
Council has the potential to serve
the needs of every member of the
campus community. With your
vote, I will work to make it respond

needs strong

'
.

,

Elizabeth Koreman
.

"

.

members to

material which many mistakenly
believe eliminates the necessity for
labor organization. Newby added
that this is changing as those
people, - particularly in lower
management positions; begin to
examine what kind of control they
have over their work and working
conditions.

e.

John Murphy

Being a
of
Campus Council is a challenging
and demanding job. It requires
Member-at-Larg- e

.dedication, foresight and

experience if one is to successfully complete a term of office. I
have gained those requirements
that would make trie an excellent
Member-at-Larg- e
through my
work on' Judicial Board, SGA,
FAC, and as Operations Manager
and Director of Public Affairs at
WCWS.
.
.However, a mere listing of one's

workers need to
see themselves as. "workers"
Newby said, and not assume that
labor unions are only for
workers. "People should see
labor unions as an ally," he stated.
Newby comments that the labor
movement is reaching out to the
'

past performance, though

.

White-colla- r

blue-coll-

(cant, from p. 1)
Jones, who originally accepted
funds for the "Soup and Bread'
program, says that he will now
return the funds because of SG A's
refusal to fund AL Jones wantsto
suggest by this' action "that
important issues like hunger and
human values should not be taken

growing number of

ar

paraprofes-sional- s

as the government

increases their controls on the
price structures in this country
and allows increased concentration of capital in corporations.
Newby foresees the formation of
more coalitions such as the. one
displayed at Solidarity Day in
Washington, D.C., where groups
"are bonded by government
actions which degrade the
conditions of aO workers.

lightly."

differently by SGA.
Some students still claim that
during the SGA meeting KryStin
Buckey, the SGA president, had
used Ken PhisqueDec's name as
the source of the final decision not
to fund the group. Buckey,
however, denies this. "I don't feel
that I used Ken Plusquellec's name
as the source of the final decision
to not fund the group," she said. "I
realize that the AI group came
away with that impression and I'm
sorry." Buckey points out that she
had previously discussed the issue
with AI group members and made
every effort possible to clear up
what seemed to be a misunder-

--

.

When Jones was asked if he feh
the FAC came to a fair decision on
whether Soup and Bread was
"political'
he responded by
saying that "SGA never asked
Soup arid Bread about the political
natue of the group. They simply
arrived on the decision that it was
apolitical. I was ' ready to offer
information," he said, "but they
didn't ask." Jones feh that the two
groups, so alike in their nature of
activities, had been treated

idealism and experience to
Campus Council as a Member-at-Larg-

informative, can in no way indicate
' how one will perform in the future..
Yet, due to the limited space we
are given, I cannot adequately
discuss my views on such issues as
Divestment, minority student's
status, and . campus social life.
Therefore I invite every concerned

them" concerning labor movements. Many college graduates
are labeled as - management

duties have been expanded and it
has been renamed the Social
Concerns Committee. The duties
of the committee now include

"

1

mM
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m
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M

with any

'

- 6y Beth Novak
Recently, the members of the
Student Government Association
(SGA) made a few revisions to
the constitution under which the
association functions. There were
no major changes made; the
purpose of the revisions is to
delineate more fully the duties of
the officers and to clarify any
vague points.
There were two basic changes
made in the constitution. The first
was the formation of a new office;
that of corresponding secretary.
This office has been farmed
because the SGA receives quite
a bit of outside mail and the secretary hasTnore than enough work
right on this campus to keep him
or her busy. The corresponding
secretary wiS handle aO outside
correspondence and maintain
contact with other schools.
There was also a change made
in one of the committees. The
Social Affairs Committee was first
formed to deal with the various
problems concerning campus
housing that had arisen, such as
the question of visitation hours.
Since there have been no recent
problems with housing, the duties
of the committee have become
rather vague. For this reason, its
.

(cont. from p. 5)

Funds Controversy

With the powers of legislation,
funding, and charting of campus
organizations, Campus Council
plays an integral yet low key role at
Wooster. Having spent the last
year as SGA Secretary, becoming
familiar with the issues at hand and
the workings of SAF and Campus
Council, I have come to perceive
Wooster as striving toward
while being a little
excellence
too moderate in its demands. Next
term I should like to add my

'

spontaneous interest, among

represent their views. My interest
and participation - in student
government goes back to high
school, and at The College of
Wooster I have been the Chairperson of the Judicial Board for
the past two years. In conclusion, I
feel that I can do the job, and I
would be honored if elected.

to such a purpose.

Announced
SGA Revisionsdealing
problems

:

Grad Heads Fed

--

--

--

.

f

V:

--

i

lf

mM

housing,

concerning

handling

correspondence with such outside
organizations as Care and Unicef,'
and supporting those groups that
do not receive funding from
SGA Fund requests are a very'
important aspect of SGA, but
there is always more - money
requested than SGA has to
allocate. The SGA wants aO
campus organizations to be aware
of its support, whether it is able to
provide funding or not, hence the
additional duty of the Social
Concerns Committee to support
groups that do not receive funding
.

in cither ways.

There was a- - new stipulation
added to the constitution. Each
member of the General Assembly
is now required to serve as a
of
member of one
SGA
The SGA has submitted this
article to the Voice because it. is r
important that the student body
be aware of changes in the constitution; as the constitution of the'
Student Government Association,
it is the constitution of the student
body of The College of Wooster.
--

sub-committ-

ee

.

Please direct any questions
elections or the
concerning
revisions explained above' ' to
Kristin Buckey, president of SGA,
or
at extension 338 or box
stop in at the SGA office. ;
.

C-126-

l
-

1,

-

.

'

.

.

standing.,

Asked what action she thought
students should take-- if they
encourage changes in the way the
- funding process works, Buckey
suggested that they actually get
involved, by, either running for
X, Tom Van Cleef
office or attending SGA meetings
The position, of Campus as representatives. "It is a lot
Council Member-at-Larg- e
is quite .. easier to complain than it is to get
desirable because it allows the
involved and do something," she
representative to'express student said., .'
views and concerns in an environ
,

student to attend the candidate's
debate this Friday (today) at 7:00
p.m. in Lowry Pit and hear where
'
we stand.
.
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Day of Reckoning Upon US
(cont. from p. 3)
Yet as history reveals, time and weakness of resolve inevitably yield to
degeneration. This is precisely what has happened to America under the
tutelage of a misdirected leadership over the last 20 years. In fact, our
federal government has grown to such monstrous proportions that it is
sucking the lifeblood out of state and local governments, and is
profoundly changing the structure of our federal system. In short,
government has reached the stage where it is more than the people need,
want, or can afford. And they have said so loudly and clearly in the
elections across the land. .
The degree to which our government has become excessive can be
seen in the speed with which it has been increasing its budget and, thus,
its demand upon the American worker's income. It took the federal
budget 175 years, for instance, to reach the $100 billion mark; that was in"
1962 It then took only nine years for it to hit $200 billion. After that, only
four years to surpass $400 billion. By 1982. we have a projected budget of
took
$750 billion? And to top this, our government has spent more than it
heavily
to
borrow
had
to
thus,
has,
and
years
30
last
the
of
25
in for
ventures. So we now have a national debt of $1
finance its
trillion, the interest of which alone amounts to $100 billion per annum.
What has all this government spending bought the American citizen?
Have we really "eradicated poverty" or have we merely perpetuated it?
While nobody dares to deny the obligation of the State to aid those truly
needy Americans, the time has come to at least cut the rate of increase in
many of the social programs proven to be failures. Since Buffington
mentioned CETA as a "job creating program," let's examine the utility of
this $11 billion per year transfer. In fact, these billions are used more as
"make-workthan they
patronage jobs on state and city payrolls and as
has
CETA
fact,
of
In
point
employment.
gainful
for
persons
are to train
youths "to
gone for such "job creating" purposes as teaching inner-citslap their bodies as human drums" and to the building of a
concrete rock "to teach people how to be mountain
climbers." h is no wonder our urban dwellers can't find gainful employment with that kind of training! CETA deserves to be substantially cut
and so do countless other federal programs which do nothing but
perpetuate poverty.
I could go on ad infinitum on the ills which face America; but rest be
assured, they did not suddenly crop up in 1982. They are the product of
an enormous, rudderless federal government.
The American economic system is a willing steed, but even the
strongest beast of burden will collapse if too much weight is piled upon its
shoulders. In closing, I just want to say that the day of reckoning is now
upon us; no longer can we push our burdens onto future generations.
And Miss Buffington's seeming inability to recognize this fact, coupled
with her grossly inaccurate conception of the 1982 state of affairs, only
serves to reinforce the Richardson House cause for political awareness.
For indeed the greatest threat to the world today, not much less our own
republic, is IGNORANCE.
deficit-ridde-

n
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Lee Svete drives through all five Otterbein Cardinals on his way to the hoop. Svete
OA-Dknln Ka i Inkn I win
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Scots Move into Contention in OAC
by Dave Bryan
How about those Scots? After
the first three weeks of the OAC
season, it looked like another long
season for men's basketball here
at the College. But, playing with
confidence and inspiration, the
Scots have a winning record for

the season

(10-9- )

and are slowly,

but surely, climbing into the upper
half of the OAC standings.
During this past week, the Scots
found the first half rocky as they
visited Muskingum. On top 10-with 12:10 remaining before the
half, the Scots suddenly went cold,
as in frigid, from the field. They
could only muster two more field
goals before the halftime buzzer.
6

among all Division III schools.
They were expecting to put

the Scots
Down by eight
pushed to get back into the game
by using a full court press and a
(24-16-

),

zone. Things finally
harassing
started to catch fire with 8:24 left in
the game. Desperately trying to
dodge a loss, the Scots pulled to
within one point twice in the final
minute.
The Muskies countered the
Scots' streak with one of their own
in the final 1:12 of the game
Muskingum hit 10 of. 10 foul shots'
during that period and made 14 of
their last 15 from the sin stripe. So,
when the Scots fouled, they were
in trouble.
Ron Beal keyed the Scots in the
second half and scored most of his
18 points during the span. Jesse
Smith was the only other Scot in
double figures. He scored 13. The
)
from the
Scots shot 51
from the line.
field and 64
The Muskies shot 58 from the
field
The Scots held a
rebounding edge with Chris
Thomas gathering in nine missed
shots.
The Otterbein game was
virtually a must win situation for
the Scots. The high flying
Cardinals came swooping into
Timken ranked fifth in the nation

another notch in the chalkboard
once they got home with a victory.
The Scots soon showed the Cards
that their feathers were going to

1-3- -1

9-- 2

6

16-1- 5

--

(24-47-

(7-1-

(22-38-

a

nB1'.
V

.VI

"

1)

19-1- 8

26-2- 0

).

get ruffled.
Chris Thomas took control of
the show early, .scoring five of the
Scots first nine points. 'C.T.' hit a
foul shot, put up an offensive
rebound for two, and after hoops
by Beal and Svete, hit a jumper to
lead.
give the Scots a
The Cardinals flew right back
into the contest, outscoring the
Scots 14-- over the next 10:35 of
the first half. This gave them a
lead with 3:27 remaining
before the half. Eric Short and
Svete sent the Scots into the
.t .i
.I
ieaa,l inougn,
lockerroom witn tne
as Short drove hard to the hoop
for a pair and Svete hit a pair from
the sin stripe.
at
With the score being
the half, the Scots were in control
of the contest. They were playing a
controlled offense, keeping the
ball out of the high scoring hands
of Otterbein's Ron Stewart and
Dino Guanciale, the first and third
leading scorers in the OAC.
(cont. on p. 11)
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A perfect getaway during the winter season. "
Enjoy 3 days and nights of luxury and comfort in one of Ohio's
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Van Wie Grabs 300th Win; Scots

10-- 9

(4-- 5
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j on Season

(cant, from p. 10)

The Scots opened up their

the team in loose caroms. The
Scots were still high in the turnover department with 17,
Otterbein committing only nine.
The SCots shot 56 (23-- 1 ) from
)
from the
the field and 79
line. Otterbein --was 43 (24-5)
and 100
in' the same
categories. The Scots shot a torrid
)
in the second half.
67
"We were trying to keep them
off the foul fine," said Coach Al
Van Wie, about the Cardinals.
They are the 1 foul shooting
team in the country in Division HI,
so we couldn't afford to put them
at the fine. They never got into a
situation, in the
second half."
"Our ball control offense
deliberately kept the ball away

biggest lead of the early part of the
second half with 12:46 to go when
Svete fed Ron Beal for an easy
hoop and he was fouled. BeaTs
freebie opened up an eight point
spread (32 24). Otterbein never
closed within more than six points
for the rest of the game.
Wooster consistently broke the
Cardinals fuD court pressure for
easy hoops. Seven times, at least,

4

(19-24-

6)

(5-5-

(16-24-

the Scots passed the ball up the
court quickly for a layup or an easy
five foot jumper. On the occasions
that no hoop resulted from the fast
break, the Scots pulled up and ran
some time off the clock with their

one-and-o-

deliberate offense.
Jesse Smith was the Scots high
scorer with 19, 17 of which he

scored in the second half. Chris
Thomas had another good night
with 16 and Lee Svete hit for
double figures with 11. Eric Short
was perfect off the bench;
from
the field and 3 from the line, nine
points. Ron' Beal scored eight
points and dished out five assists,
Jesse topped off his
play with seven assists and six
rebounds. Thomas had 10 to lead

from their two guards, who love
the transition game. By the end of

the game, they were very

frustrated," Van Wie commented.
"I would Eke to personally thank
the crowd that was at the game,
because when a crowd gets behind
a team, it really has a positive
effect on it," Van Wie said.
The win was also Van Wie's
300th career coaching victory at

3-- 3

3--

all-arou-

ne

nd

The College of Wooster.

The win

was much more a team

accomplishment. That was much
more important than number 300
' at the time. Somewhere
down the
line, this game and this team will
always be remembered as very
special in my heart, though," Van

"Our' field goal and foul shot
percentages are both climbing
steadily and we've only had one
bad half in the last four games. If
we play our game, we could get
into the North playoffs easily,"
Van Wie said.

by Katharine L. Blood
Charlene Kemp broke ' the
school record in the 60 yard .
hurdles and Won first rjlace
Saturday, February . 6 at an
unscored Division I Lady Panther
Invitational at The University of
'
V
Pittsburgh.
Some of the best teams in the
midwest attended the two day
meet including University of

Wie finalized.
In less than two weeks,
February 24 to be exact, the OAC
North playoffs begin. With four

-

games remaining, including

Wednesday's game against Ohio
Wesleyan, the Scots control their
own destiny, almost. Of the Scots'
last two games, only two seem to
pose real threats; Ohio Wesleyan,
which they have already played,
and Capital, which is the only
other team to beat Otterbein in the
Conference this year. "But," says
Van Wie, "you can't get caught
looking ahead. Any team can win
on any given night."
Wesleyan has the toughest go of
it near the end. They must face
three teams of their caliber or
better. The Scots play two games
against teams with records that
are worse than their 4 5 mark now;
Mount Union ) and Oberlin (0
9).

.

Pittsburgh, Bowling Green,

Indiana University and Perm State.
"We went after the competition
and did a super job," praised
coach Craig Penney.

-

-

-

.-

tll

(2-7-

good team effort anyway. We were
really surprised at the strength of
Denison this year." He also
stresses the desire to use winter
track as a springboard toward the

to burn the team, out with too
much speed work this early in the
season.
Perhaps the most dramatic
relay team was the eight lap race.
The team consisted of Harrell,
Korow, Koine and Eisenfelder.
Craig Eisenfelder rah a fine anchor
leg, digging deep to capture third
place for the team with a total time
r

of 2:23.56.

"Charlene Kemp was definitely

"
said Penney.
Kemp also finished sixth in the
long jump with a leap of 15'4!4".
us, vUl
nww u u iiw
again broke the school record in
the shot put with a hurl of 369"
Teammate Pam Willis did a
super job and qualified for the
finals in the 300. She placed sixth
with a time nf 39 77
In the middle distance events,
both Mandy Burr and Sue Roberts
put in a good showing. They
finished the half mile with times of
2:39 and 2:41 respectively- jThe entire squad of Scots will
travel to Ashland Friday, February
12 for a meet against Ashland. '

--

third was, the

-

appointed at the score of the meet,
but most of the blame he placed on
a lack of good mental preparation.
"We could have been better
prepared mentally," Breiner.
stated. "But I think we put in a

distance medley. (Tyeekrem,

Ehrlich, Jacobsen and Jackson)
with a time of 11:10.90. Bill
Jackson ran the mile anchor leg in
a season record of 4.36.
The 3200 relay squad (Baird,
Godlewski,
Boop, Tveekrem)
followed the trend, placmgthhrd
with a time of 8:46.69.
Breaking
place trend
. (cont. on p. 12)
the-thir-

--
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the highlight of the meet for us.
She qualified for the finals with a
6.9 in the hurdles and then came
back and won the meet in 7.1,.

Track Finishes Fifth in Meet at Denison
Scots' Indoor
Coach Breiner was slightly dis outdoor season.- he doesn't want
Also scoring

by David Means
The men's indoor track team
placed a disappointing fifth place
against six OAC teams last
Saturday at the Livingston Relays
in Denison: The meet consisted of
only relay type events. Denison
caught the first position in the final
score with 42 points followed by.
Capital (40) and Kenyon (39).
Wooster scored 28 points beating
out Oberlin College for fifth.

Kemp Shines at
Pit Invitational
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Scot Women Win Pair, Up
by Dave Bryan
women Scots turned
themselves around after three
straight losses, and won a pair of
games last week. The Scots
)
defeated Ohio Wesleyan
)
in two of
and Cedarville
their best played games all year.
"In both games, we took the
opposing team right out of their
offense. We forced them to play
our game," said Coach Nan
Nichols. "Both teams seemed to
get worse the harder they tried to
come back, which I feel is a real
tribute to our defense."
Versus the Lady Bishops, the
Scots jumped out to a
halftime lead and never looked
back. Pam Chapman and Kris
Leslie each scored 15 in the win.
Lisa Mullett and Maribeth Bentler
also scored in double figures for
the Scots. Lisa popped in 12 and
Maribeth scored 10.
It was Chapman and Leslie on
the boards, too. Pam snagged 11
missed shots and Kris 10.
The Scots shot 42 (3 1 73) from
)
from the
the field and 48
line. Wooster also won the team
battle on the boards, nabbing 45 to
'
the Lady Bishops' 37.

It was more of

.

The

6

(70-49-

(67-40-

40-1-

the same as the

Scots jumped out to a 16-- lead
after the first ten minutes against
Cedarville. The Scots added a new
dimension to their offensive game
plan: the fast break.
"We had only worked on our
running game for a few days in
practice, but we sure used it well,'
said Nichols. On six occasions, the
Scots pushed the ball upcourt
after steals or rebounds for easy

--

(8-17-

Lance and John Srock
captured Great Lakes College
Association titles over the

weekend.
Curtis Lloyd, Tom Wood, and
Pete Myers also posted winning
records in the two day, round-robitournament.
Lance, a' senior, earned the
heavyweight title with three
decisions and two pins. The two
pins came in the third and fourth
matches against Paul Robinson
(Ohio Wesleyan) in 1:18 and Ralph
Mahalak (Kalamazoo) in 3:47. For
the championship, he soundly
.
defeated Gary Visscher
Srock managed two pins in his
n

14-1-

more points before retiring tor the
afternoon with seven minutes to
play in the game.
In fact, the Lady Bishops did not
score until 11:31 remained in the
half. In the second half, they only
scored 18 points. The final minutes
were played out by the Scots
-

bench,

which is vital for
experience during post season
Chapman poured in 24 points in
one of the finest shooting

performances of any College of
Wooster athlete this season.
Mullett and Kemp had 15 and 10,
respectively, and were the 'only
other Scots in double figures, the
same three each had six rebounds
to lead the team while Mullett and
Chapman each had four assists.
)
from
The Scots hit 42
)
from the
the field and 59

e
three games are at home.
was on Thursday,
Denison is Saturday at 2 p.m. and
Marietta is Tuesday at 7 p.m.
"We don't know anything about
any of these teams, except that
they are not in the top ten Division
III schools in the state. That
doesn't mean that we are looking
ahead. Every game is a challenge
from here on in," said Nichols.
With the tight defense the Scots
have found in the last two" games
and the early stages of a newfound running game, the only
ingredient missing that is a key to
victory is foul shooting. If the Scots
can consistently hit 70 of their
foul shots, they could go far in the
State Tournament and ChampionBaldwin-Wallac-

(27-64-

foul line.
42-2-

7

The final rebound tally
in favor of the Scots,

(cont. from p. 11)
spring relay

the

team

consisting of Kline, Korow,

Harrell and Baird. The" team
grabbed second place with a time
of 3:05.78..

The field events faired about as
as the running teams didTHe
Scots took third in the long jump
well

D3

-

The Scots will have faced
Denison and
Marietta by next Tuesday. All
Baldwin-Wallac-

was

with Earle Wise jumping 19"5W,
Craig Eisenfelder 18'8!4" and Jon
Brookshire with 17 feet. The shot
put scored fifth place with pole
vaulter Mike Smith throwing a
41'8" toss. In the triple jump the
efforts of Wise (378). Eisenfelder
(37'5") and Brookshire (36'8") also
line
foul
clutch
without
But,
ships.
third place.
took
production, it is tough to win. Just
pole vault relay took
The
the"
teaim...aboutas the Men's
third place. Mike Smith
another
early part of their season.
vaulted 12"6" for the first place
position. The high jump scored
fourth place with the efforts of
Wise (5'8"), Korow iS'8T) and
Harrell (5'8").

(13-22-

was
also.

Track Places 5th

--

e,

0

Lance and Srock Pace Wrestlers
by Al Cleveland
Kim

4

competition.

hoops.
Lisa Mullett keyed the opening
surge with six points. Pam
Chapman scored six in the second
ten minutes. Both players had ten
points at the half with the score in
the Scots' favor, 32 22.
After Maribeth Bentler opened
the half on a banker, the scoring
turned to Chapman, one of the
first halfs leading scorers. After
swishing a foul line jumper,
Chapman put in two foul Shots and
a five foot jumper in the key. Leslie
hit two foul shots, Chapman
added another pair from the sin
stripe and then Darlene Kemp
took a steal full court for a layup.
All that was part of a 14-- burst
to give the Scots an insurmountable lead. Chapman added six

9

to' 10--

first three matches. In the second
match, Srock edged Jim Wadkins
(Wabash) 3 2. Later, he nipped
in
Tim Malleg (Kalamazoo)
another intense match, but in the
final championship match pinned
George Harper (Hope) with no
problems.
In five matches, Curtis Lloyd
won two matches by decision and
another by pinning his man. Wood
for the
and Meyers went
weekend.
The Scots have a
dual meet
record, but if the meet had been
; scored in dual matches they would
The Scots will see action
stand
at a quadrangular meet at Case
Western Reserve tomorrow.

--
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GRADUATE STUDIES IN

PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
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EPIDEMIOLOGY
HEALTH POLICY AND PLANNING
ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH

Students holding baccalaureate, master's or professional
degrees are invited to apply to the Graduate Program in
Preventive Medicine at The Ohio State University. The program opens career opportunities in the study of the health of
human populations, the investigation of the causes of disease, and the planning of strategies of prevention and health
care. There is growing demand for persons educated in these
areas in community, state, federal and international organizations concerned with health promotion and health care
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delivery.

Students in our program have come from such diverse
backgrounds as the biological and social sciences, engineering, education and the humanities, as well as the medical
sciences. Our Department offers the M.S. and Ph.D. de-

grees.

Inquiries should be addressed to:

MUSIC DANCE TELEVISION PAINTING FILM THEATRE CRAFTS
THEATRE SCULPTURE PUBLISHING RADIO GRAPHICS MUSIC .

GALLERIES PHOTOGRAPHY ARTS ADMINISTRATION MUSEUMS
--

Representatives of the Graduate Program in
Preventive Medicine will be on campus on
to meet with all interested students.
Please call
x4SS. for information.
'
The Ohio State University

For more information contact your Campus .RepresentaStudy Office, jr:
tive,
Colleges
Great Lakes
Association Arts Program.
2182 Broadway (at 77th Street)

OFFICE OF GRADUATE STUDIES

New York, New York 10024

OSLJ

2-17-

-82

264-123-

ROOM

B-20-

1,

STARLING-LOVIN-

G

4.

HALL

DEPARTMENT OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
410 WEST 10TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OHIO 43210
(614)421-390- 7

Off-Camp-

us

.

--

(212)

580-16-

20

ANEW YORK ARTS PROGRAM REPRESENTATIVE
WILL BE ON CAMPUS FEBRUARY 18th. THERE
WILL BE A LECTURE AT 8:00 P. M. IN THE SEM- INAR ROOM. AT THE SEVERANCE ART. STUDIO.
-
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